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Abstract 

A campus-wide network requires many subnetworks connected by gateways and it 
has a ref atively loose administration. Modularization of network implementation is 
important in this environment to make efficient use of ever-improving technologies 
and protocols. The need for modularization makes it desirable to separate a routing 
and target identification scheme_ from gateway implementation-a facility that source 
routing provides. Moreover, removing routing and target identification 
responsibilities from the gateways leads to their simplicity and, therefore, a better 
chance that gateways will not be bottlenecks in the high-bandwidth network. This 
thesis focuses on the design of a Routing Service to support source routing in the 
campus environment. 

The Routing Service is designed to find paths from a requester's attachment poin~ to 
a node specified by the requester. The Routing Service accepts hints from . the 
requester about the destination node's location in the network to limit the search 
involved. The Routing Service also provides user-control o~ paths and diagnosis for 
faulty paths. The design of the Routing Service places strong emphasis on 
scaleability with respect to the size of the network. ReJiability and simplicity are two 
other key features of the Routing Service. 
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C-hapter One · 

Int roducti.on 

Computer communications networks are beginning to ptay an increasingly important 

role in society. A major motivation for networlti~g Is the need to· Share resources 

related to communication facilities, r;omputing fa~mtj~. ~,flcf)O,!Prrp~~qn ... <;l~ing by 

present trencjs it is expected that, Jn tne _nQt .too .. distant.1fytur~.:~m0$l eve,ryone in 
, . ' -- - -. .. '. . -, . , . ' . ' ~ '. ' ' ; ' . ·, ' ' ; ' 

society will have access to some sort of computer-based. network 10 cater to hi~ 
:. . . '. - ' ' >I' - - '~ ~ • · •. ' : • :::. -, : ·_ t ; ' . • • 

communication, computing, and information needs. Present and envisioned 

applications of these networks include'suctt dNelse..fietd&ia& electronic mail, office 

automatton, neatttt care, OQMfluterized ~ and~•..,.,_nt 8'jSlems,.mBttaly 

~tions, news, anc:t edua&tion. tR tabt~ mtormatieft1pr~ :is •pected tCJ t>e 

. ·the ~eof future soctetiesi'~~tttati.akwettti•U1&fh>f 

the U.S. economy wii"l·be based on activities related to infarmatiomprodesBing·by t+M!J•. 

year2000. 

Ploneermg work in tbe area of computer·netwOrka'-.S initiated.by thecdesign 1of. the 

ARPMET:~. ·SiocEJ.'then, tbefietd ot~1~ t.o·the aet.Where~ltts::.w 

a major preoccupatierl of ~ntific;•at1&:tedmCJtogtcaf .endemols;.. ·Aese81fcb:m<.the · 

area haS indkatat;fttat di~ent·types. of .. networks··or netw.olk ~· are 

sultabte tor ·diftererrt:aets · ot· :applie~" · ~ Fof!·.exainpfe\:a lcat¥differeht network 

characteristics are suitable for a long-haul network llal~AtlETrB~pildletfadio 

network like the PRNET, and a local area network like the ETHERNET. Similarly, a 
~ . ~' . . '.. . - ,. ._ ' . • .>,-.<·.,: "_' 1:;-i J ''<~~' .~-. - .· 

campus environment, With its special character1!\tics,·ha$1t8'6wn set oftequirements 

for a Clata communication network. 
. '., ~ . ,_ .[:, . 

A campus.wide network wmextendt>eyond'.a:smgte buildiRg,•>but:·tt·:permits1ow cost, 

high-bandWidth transmissiotrmedia to be instalted tecause>tmH18lWOfk exists within · 
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a single cohesive political and administrative organization. Within a campus, several . . 

thousand nodes (i.e., data sources and data sinks) will require interconnection. 

Since local area network technologies like the E1HERNET can only support tens 

through hundreds of nodes and can extend for only thousands of meters, these 

technologies are not sufficient to support a campu$-wide network. It is expected that 

a campus-wide network will consist of a number of local netw~s, interconnected by 
, '~ 

gateways with a group of nodes being attached to each local network, 

To maintain high-bandwidth communication spanning Orie or more gateways, It is 

necessary for the gateways to be fast; otherwise, the gateways wiH be communication 

bottlenecks in the campus-wide network. 

Another key feature of the -campus environmeftt is ltle-diversity, ot communtcation 

technologies and pr~ Jikely. Also, since Uleaedeq1•••·· andcprotocols are 
constantly improving, the network shoukt· be deaigned ton evolve with . thetn. 

ModuJarityt)f<:network. function&ja_Ci:r:udal to-achie\le.iM':Objectiv&.~ to 

new network-eharactertstica. 

A combination of the need for simpler gateways and the need to modularize network 

functions, is the ·maior motiwaion· for, usingciaowce ,_routiAg 1 in -the campus

environment. Source routing auowa~,Md routing1decisione·tobe 

removed lromttte reaponsibility otberwiau•soilPed;to~ ,This-redistribution 

of responsibififie in one stroke, · 8CCGfnplishes. the aim -of simpler! tgaleways and 

·modularity (tothe· Mtent1bal target ~an0-10Uttnst achenle8 need not be 

tied-with gateway lmpte1Mntation). 

For ·source routing to be successful, ~ cannot allovl 14,rQet identification and 

routing responsibilities to fall on individual nodes. TMJQt ~ti.fiC$tiQn and rovting 
~ i . • 

for the entire network, or even for the subset of the network a node may be interested 

in, may be too comptex tpr simple nodes.(like:~ to uodeaake. A 

more reasonable approach is for network-wide servicea to cater to the target 
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identification and routing needs of network .users. A network~ide service also leads 

to economy of scale through sharing. ForcinQ each node to- implement the service 

within itself may. on the other ·hand, lead to.a lot of redundant pr.ooessing. The 

purpose of this thesis is. to design a network-wide service to cater to the need for 

routing information. 

1.1 Goals 

The Routing Service d~cribed in this thesis. w~.~jg~ k~P,ino..cprl&in ,~s in 

mind. A short description of each major design goal is given .below. First, since 

messages in a computer network oontribtltt 8iFificant,~ddlays .{even In· a . high· 

bandwidth network), it is1 de$1rable to rnifttlfttl•th•delay,due to~ '*IUired , · 

for the correct functioning'd the 'service. Sect>ndFthe RCJuting 8et'\llce shbutd be·· 

relial)le.....robust in the· face Of[ arbitrary chanps· in .tfte:rieMa*';",Tbird, the'~ce 

should be ieasonably fast....;..fast ~;to avold•.tleiftlJ a·~. Fourth; the 

service should avoid· any. Onnecessary d~~ ~- functioning ·and 

other ·network funettona. Fifth, the .setvfce ·Shollkt<eate·iQM~ .for• l&rgftr 

networks. Sheth, the routing. savei·shotJld malnhlln :e· . .QOOd··a~·mtertade:.e 

possible, keeping the other goals in mind. Additional goals ensure that mo Routing 

Service faces up to changing network configurations 1, mobile hosts, artificial 

partitioning, multi-homing,· and st1afudaccl:tss. .,. "'' :<~~Y'' i·· ' 

1.2 Related Work 

Telephone systems uritit two deeades ago USed source·rout1ng·to connect a dialing 

line to the dialed ltne. otal pUJses ;would ~-be" foHowect to physicafty connect 

appropriate swttchtng devfces•to complete tffe 'connection {i.e., the numbers dialed 

were used· to select an ·appropriate route throllgh the swttching network). In fact, a 

1 This refers to the hierarchical configuration of the network that is used to make the service 
scaleable. The config~i'ation is subject to change. 
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pri111itive sort of "Routing Service" was also in exjStence. If agiven number routed a 

call from the east coast to the west coast via Chicago and the operator had reason to 

suspect that the connection to Chicago w8s faulty, then the operator might try 

another number that would route the call via Detroit instead Of Chicago. In the 

campus-wide network, the switching devices correspond to gateways, the1etephone 

numbers correspond to a source route, and the operator corresponds to the Routing 

Service. Clearly, there is a limit to which the analogy can be pursued, mainly 
<' 

because the "Routing Service" in the telephone system context was human whereas 

the Routing Servfce fn the campus-wide network runs on ·computers. 

Source routing luls :also been used in .!he ARPA packet radio Qetwork {or PRNE:T) 

[10]. Packet radio technology enables, packet. switching, which baa bean used for 

point-to-point oonununicatron lfne81 to b& applied. to ~· radio also. The 

development of packet .radio -technology was directfy moliValad ·by. the~ need to 

provide a commurtication .network for temiDals and. computers in motion. 

Broadcasting is-a natllfal way to .. avoit the need;-t&oonlrol qlpidly>:cban0in9,f01das. 

PRNET also ~:Point-to-paint routing, that can a. used' when,. rowtea. are not . 

expected to eh~ very·ras>idfY; source routma ialmd tosupporUhis pofnt~to-potnt 

communication. . 

There are two main differences between roL1ting_ as implemented in the PRNET and 
.. ' . ' . . ~ . , l 

as it wiJI be implemented in the campus-wide network with a Routing. Service. The 

first difference relates to the f!18thods used for collecting topology information. A 

station in the PRNET is the entity that collects topology informattcm 8nd oorhpUtes 

routes; there may be several stations in the PRNET. Each packet radio in the, network 
periodically announces its existence by transmittjPQ to ~h stm,ion,its PR neighbor 

table. A PR neighbor table for a packet radio typically,conta.in$infQml8tion on which . •. ;· -- .. __, '- . - ' . . 

other packet radios can be heard along with. information abo4t the,.qu~ty of the 

links. In the campus-wide network, a similar approach would imply that nodes and 

gateways in the network periodically send topology information to the Routing 

· Service. Since gateway simplicity is one of the major motivations of using source 
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routing with a Routing Service, even this fu®Uon has been removed from gateways 

(and nodes). The Routing Service in t~ (;8mpu&-wide network assumes the 

responsibility itself of contacting nodes and gateways to gather topology data. 

The second major difference between the point-to-point routing strategies of the 

PRNET and the campus-wide network concerns scaleability. The PRNET point-to

point routing strategy is not designed to scale gracefully for large networks. Each 

station has to be aware of all operationar packet radios in the net and each station 

must also compute all routes. The Routing Service for the campus-wide network, on 

the other hand, ls designed so that it actually consists of a hierarchical structure of 

several Routing Servers. Any given Routing Server has only to gather a limited 

amount of topology information and compute a limited number of routes. A number 

of Routing Servers may have to cooperate to find a given route. The hierarchical 

structure of Routing Servers is designed to scale very gracefully as the network size 

increases. 

1.3 Outline of Thesis 

This thesis is only a pap0r design of a Routing Service-no implementation has been 

attempted. The lack of an implementation is partially compensated by a 

comprehensive evaluation of the paper design. 

Chap. 2 describes the campus environment and the suitability of source routing for 

campus-wide internet transport. The function of a Routing Service is explained and a 

set of requirements laid down for the design of the Routing Service. Chap. 3 begins 

by addressing questions about the configuration of the campus-wide network, an 

implementation of source routing, and the kind of routes to be computed. Next, each 

function of the Routing Service ·is described together with the method used by the 

Routing Service to achieve it. Chap. 4 evaluates the design of the Routing Service. 

Each requirement from Chap. 2 is examined in turn to see how it influenced the 



dJs .;;rl. Finally, Chap. 5 gives a summary of the Routing Service design and the 

areas for further improvement and research. 
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Chapter Two 

The Requ;irements for a R&utin:gService· 

Before the requirements for a Routing Serv1ce ~ ·~ ~~ it is necessary to 

look at some of the important properties of .a ce.mi>U$ en~®ment and to look at an 

appropriate mechanism to support JntemetfoutiQQ .. : · 

. ' 
Section 2.1 describes the campus environment in order to gain some insight into the 

. . ;- ' ''":~ ' .. f'•, • -, . : ~: *. . ; . ~ ; 

choice for an internet routing mechanism. Section 2 .. 2 explains why source routing is 
• ~H • ;,,_.\":.~·,, ' -'·,- ~~·. 1~~n;i-:·:1 :~· c ' 

a good idea in a campus environment. ~tiO,ll 2.3 describes th~ function of a 
., -; -_. -·- : ... - : :.- . _\)' ·--.'"", ,;_ ·~ "!:;:- . -~ 

Routing Service and section 2.4. lays down SC>~ baSic req0i~nts for a Routing 
· · - :;~ -. · - . · <-' -··· J:·~ t -;r'":t>:} .::· .L::; ~-~ 5: · . 

Service. Finally, section 2.5 looks at some advanced problems that will be 
- · e.. . . i1. · · ·- ·1 :.. '·, _·->r\ ,-~-~i·_,·v . .r:;·-. , _ . · .: 

encountered in a large, multi-network s~em and ~tion 2!E) advocates a more 
: ~ . ·• ·-~±. '_: : . - ... ,. ·_) ;_:.; 1.t_:'. . ~-. -~,: ~: - • . 

flexible approach that .~ould be taken to solve t~ problems. 
. ,;,~. . ;_ . . ~ . . l; - ' ; ' . 

2.1 The campus environment 

The campus environment has been: ch~ ~·considerable detaH in '[18l A, 

network in a campu,a .environmeot wiU,.tyPj~ll~\spwl,~~ ~if'9~·•":t~ill ,not be 

subject to a strong <*llral ~ioistn•i~,,_ ~ Th~tcPf~i., ~aL.ctlaracter~ a 
campu,s-wide network oould equally weH apply tQ a. network at, a COfPOrate site, a 

government complex, etc. 

2.1.1 Allows installation ot low-cost, htgh•bandwtdt9' transmtasl.on medium 

The key property of a campus-wide network is that although the ·network is loosely 

administered, it does lie completely withinth~~dbinain. of one p01itical body. This 

property, along with the limited geographical extent of a campus-wide -network, 
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permits installation of a low cost, hig~-band\tidth communications medium 

throughout the network. This is in contrast with a long-haul network like the 

ARPANET that must resort to transmission ovel' a common c8nier •. 

2.1.2 Local network technologi~s will not work 

A campus-wide network Is expected to have se¥eral thousand nodes and, therefore, 

local interconnection stnttegtes Hke [13, 1ii; 4, 23, 7,·2.itJ, Which-can siJpport only tens 

through hundreds of data node ·,;;ntercdmlectfons, 'are not feasible· sotutions. 

Moreover, the geographic scope of local networks is limited to a restricted area such 
-:'-

as a building or a cluster of buildings . .tnce·.;;~--t~I netwOik cann()t cover a very 
• ~ ,. • '< 

large campus. · . A campus network will have c several 
1

dlffererlt local networks 
. , . ..., . . . ; :~?· ;J1 s ·; - . ' : . . . . 

connected together by gateways. See Fig. 2.1 . for a view of a typieal campus-wide 
\ ' -·· ,,..,__.. 

network. The part that is enclosed by dotted nnei' is the campus-wide network. An 
i .:,· 

actual campus-wide network wiil, of ~urse, hav~ ma~y·· ~;~I networks. Ring 

Net, Eth~met, Chaos·~. ··~d Cambridge DfOi~\~muni~tioil ~ing are the name& 
. " · ' ... ~:-~j _:'·:-..;~·"}~, :--+ -:~:t;(-~ ~!f:.~ '.,_",L' -~- J2 .. "·.< · . 

of local network technologies; ARPANET, TELENtT, and TYMNET are the names of 

long-haul networks. 

2.1.3.Diversetechnologies and protOC918HkelJ 

As mentioned before, the network wiffh8ve;a~ admlnlstnitioh: This, afong wfth 

the fact· that there 'is ari: extremely divense ratlOS. ·bf· teCtthok)gies available rn the 

·computer communications world today, Will eftSUtW1t.SftnitartMiSftYlo be l'e~ 

in the campus network. In fact, the protocols used in a campcs netWCJrk are:hkely to · 

be just as diverse. ·The reason for this diversity is that there is no consensus yet in 

the protocol community on how~-~ ~~1anq41Qw the various 

functions should be divided. Howe~er. there is ~ likely to be a ,Push towards 
' . ,, - - : ·; 

commonality in the campus-wide network despite ~res leaQing to diversity. The 
• • • • < • j t" ~ ... ·, - -.. ' I 

reason for this push towards commonality is the desire to facilitate communications 
- i. - -:\ - .·· ; -

between any two nodes in the campus-wide network. 
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Due to the diversity likely in a campus-wide network, it is a good idea to provide, at 

the lowest layer possible, a campus-wide protocol that unifies all the diverse 

protocols below it and provides a uniform interface to all the higher levels of protocol. 

2.1.4 Technologies in a state of flux 

Not only is there a diversity of communications technologies and protocols, these 

technologies and protocols are also in a 9hlte offtux. Ideally, a campus-wide network 

should be able to evolve with these ever-changipg technologies and make the best 

possible use of them with a minimal amount of effort. To aGhiM: this, it is necessary 

to limit the effect of any locat chang8s:~e., to modu~ each funetion performed in 

a campus interconnection strategy). One concJ,usiQn of this line of thinking is that the 

routing function should be completely liberated from the addressing involved in a 

campus-wide network. 

2.1.5 Special uses of gateways 

There are a couple of other observations to be made about gateways in a campus-
. . 

wide network. The first . is that some gateways will be administerm with ce11tral 

planning and:··sotne· wilt ex-ist only for the private use of sornit·tiSers. · The second 

observation is that there may be gateways attached to public ctta networks like . ; 

ARPANET I TYMNET, TELENET' etc. The external network can be"merety used as a 

link between two parts of the campus-wide network or it can' 'be ·tlSed to set up . ._,·-

connections between nodes in the campus-wide network and n<><ts in the external 

network .. 

2.2 Source Routing for a Campus .. Wide Network 

This section first describes how internet routiqg ~arks is general ;¥d then goes on to 

describe the mechanics of source routing. Finally, this section also discusses some 

· advantages of source routing in a campus environment. 
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2.2.1 How does Internet routing work 

Source routing has been proposed in [18] as the mechanism to support internet 

transport. Source routing among subnetworks takes plape. at a low level in the 

hierarchy of network protooots. It makes use Qf the local transport layer that is below 

it in the hierarchy. The. local tran~ layer is.~ to transport packets.:over local 

networks such as .the £thernet or the Ring .network. · Packets that have to be sent 

over more than one local network have .,-i inter~ target identifier attached at the 

front of the packet. AU the gateways along the way. .witt refer to the target identifier 

(and wiH perhaps look up some routing tables) to determine the nextpart ofthe route •. 

The target identifier can be of different types. It can be an unstructured unique 

identifier. In this case, every node on campus has a unique identifier as its target 

· identifier. Every gateway has in its possession a 'ro\Jting table :·that eont'alns 

ir:.formation on the next part of .the R:>Ute & packets .bound' tot. every deStinatton In 

the network. This approach is also called "step-tty .. s.p routing" or .. hop~by-hop 

routing" because each gateway decides the.next "step.• or 4ttlop" .in. the path. 

Another approach is to treat the target .identifier as a hierarchical address. One . ' ''· ,. , 

possi.bility is to have two fields in the hierarchif;ef address-one for the.subne.twork to . . - _, - ' . . ' . 

which th~ node is attach~. and one for the n<>Q~,i~f. Now. ey~ry. rc:>uling .~~ QOly 
~ - ' ~ ' " - ·-·' , .- ~ .... . . 

contains inform~tion on the next "~~~p" or".~op" towarq$everyPQss4b1esubnetwork 
";,e;,' • • • ' •• ', • • 

in the network. The main attraction of this scheme is that the table size ~,reduced. 
. \ .~. . 

Hierarchical addresses (for target identifiers) with more fields lead to even shorter 

tables. 

2.2.2 The mechanics of Source Routing 

The approach that source routing takes is one in which the target identifier is 

replaced by a variable-length string of local transport addresses. When the packet 

first leaves the source node, the first local transport address (if not the destination 

address itself) is treated as the address to the first gateway on the path. The second 
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local transport address is used as the address on the next local network to which the 

packet should be sent and so on. The rest of the variabte·iength string gets 

interpreted similarly along the p8th until the packet eventually reaches Its destination. 

The important thing to notice is that th& rooting tables needed by gateways in 

previous schemes just vanish. The gateways are "commanded" by the appropriate 

part of the variable-length target. identifier to· chooae the correct :next step. Target 

identification decisions are AO tonger made at gabMays. Therek>Fe, the gateways 

can now be extremely simple· and it is ·fess llkefy that they Wflf· be· bottlenecks In a 

high-bandwidth campua.wide networt<. OnebnplerneAtalkJn.·of aooroe routing that 

dynamically constructs reverse routes is described in (18]. 

2.2.3 Where do routes come from? 

The next logical qu8stion. to ask•ls. "Where dcuuutes comeJrom?" ·*was: explained 

before that the sou~ node plaoeB a variabl&lenglh string GJ'SPUreel'OUte in·tront of 

internet paekels but it has not beert daaeribeO Jiil ."'8et._..,,_ route CGtM8 

from. There are.two ways of solving this problem. The first way is to have every node 

in the networtccompt.itEj the ·route$ to' -·other riode lri the nMwork. This would be 

a crushing load on small nodes .'and It fs not requfrdcf ThEt ·~ W&y is far 8Elch 
node to know how to contact some·~ in· the ~·ttta1· ~=the.routes. Onc8 
a route haS been found, it csrt'be ~ ancfOsect ·UntirttJ.o IOrlQer wclrks 0r until 

a better route is found. 

This situation calls for a Routing Service in the network. Using a network servi~ · 

routing to be shared by each node in the network brings the benefit of economy of 

scale. It will be the function of the seflVice to ~n an::~,np:~ation of 
. . '•' . . . . ·' .. ;. 

the network and to ~t as an identity resolver and a routing information dispenser. 
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2.2.4 The advantages of Source Routing 

The advantages of using source routing in a campus environment are described 

below •. 

1. The main advantage is that it provides an opportunity to separate target 
identification and rC?Uting. One~~~ tt1kl~'*hfitMteweys are 
a lot simpler. Also, the modularization of network function provided by 
source routing is a big ··.aaeet in fVJelf. It · ~ ,NtewaY& -to· be 
implemented, wittlout ~"to.fix.ilf\~:Oetwork·YIQl'._.id~on. 
,Therefore, Source-Routing-.UOws llle ~~Qt· se•al different· 
experimentelf'outing po\~ with.differ• ~Jd~tA~ -~~ 
Also, since target identification is no longer associated with an ipt(M'flet 
packet's route, paths can lead anywhere. They can traverse "external" 
networks or they may traverse a "virtual path" inside a node to identify a 
"socket" or a particular "process". 

'"· 

2. Another important observation about a source routing strategy is that it 
aJloW8 a source t6 · ~, contrdt tf1e path;'ttiit11icpa6ke¥ 1s 'g0ing to 
-take. ThisCQntrol can~iftM*al-~ .. 

a. T'roubte location: 1f a path iStauftytkJflfis·ndt kribwnWhieh·paft 
.of the patt1 i$,.,.'™'pdt, it: ~;~::t<>nt*N••·~e~)l(iU\f8: 

~~~~:i~~~sc~::tc~!f~i\;1 =~JC,-:C1\'::-
with a different chunk of the route, the part of the romelll fablt.aHt 
be pinpointed. 

b. Class-of·servi~~-- 1'8P~~-QJegt.~l!~Q6,,.~n -~Fm~~sq,on~tio!' can . 
have several properties of interest to the end users-error rate, 

~~~PelaY~ ~""1iV~h,,.;81ElGl1M,'~'~ MR·. 1ft;§• .~ble to. 
choose a route with th~properties desjred ~.the'"-Routhig Service is 
sophisticated enough'.'. ' . ' ' ...• '····.· ·'' ;'''·';;!· ' . . 

c. Policy implementation: A,9ain, __ tf)~ pr~ise CQJJJrol of routes: 
implies that certain routes may be setectivelY used arid Some p(>ficy ' 
can be enforced to decide when they are used. 

d. FIFO_ &treams: If it ·is assu~ Jllat pac;~ta ... are routed by 
' ; ~ _, . ' .. ' ' _· ', . - ·' . . . 

gateways in the order in which th_ey arrive there, then packets 
reach tt1e ~nation fn-the-order:''iff:·Whidf'Wteyfeft·~the:-~
(unless of course, some do not reach at all due to some reaso.n). 
This property means that FIFO streams can now be easily 
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implemented. 

e. The precise control on routes helps in several other ways 
described in [18]. Looping of packets is no longer a problem; 
fragmentation/reassembly strategies are easily implementable, 
and multi-homing is less of a problem at least for gateways 
(because the ·Routing Service can take care of it). 

3. Another important property of source routing is that since a source route 
is a variable-length. string of local t~nsport eddreases, It can be spliced 
together from several different parts. · EacfJ · :pmf 'can be computed 
separately, perhaps by servers that only know part of the topotogy of the 
network. 

2.3 What exactly does a Routing Service do? 
. .· j·' . . . . ' · .. 

There is still a lot of (X>nf~n as to what ~ «ldrtlSse&i and routes are 

supposed to mean in a network. One oonventent:;way, f& took at :some network 

functions, incloo,Jng_ the f&,&nction of a R(>Uting Se.-yi~j$. to v_iew th$'l\ .as name 

resolution· functiofts. This· Mction 'describes tfle ftmctiOn· of ·a network Routing 

Service as one of several name resolUttons ·reqUired to t.t able to Set )AP a connection 

with a network service. · 

2.3.1 Confusion over names, addresses, and routes 

Shoch [20) attempted to giVe clear and concise definitk>ns of names, addresses, and . 
routes. However, there is still a lot of confusion 8bout the ~t meanings of these 
terms. Saltzer [19] tries to explain in his paper how most of the confusion is 

generated by tight associations ·between network -Object$ ·arid the ·common ways of . ' . . 

refe.rring to them. 

Shoch defined a name as something that identifies what you want, an address as 

something that identifies where it is, and· a route as ~ Jhat tells you how to 

get there. 
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2.3.2 The four important network entitles 

Saltzer's terminology will be followed here. According to Saltzer, there are basically 

four important network objects. 

1. Services and Users: These services are functions available on the 
network and the users are the clients that use.the seNices. . 

2. Nodes: Nodes are compute~ that can run a service or run user 
programs. 

3. Network attachment points: These are the electncal coF1nectors of a 
network. Nodes ·are attached to the network through network 
attachment paints. 

4. Paths: Paths are the routes between network attachment points. A path 
is given in terms of the nodes and communication links (or gateways) on 
the way from one network attachment poirat to ~O.~ef · 

' ' . ''. "!• .. ; ,• 

2.3.3 Naming reqµirements in terms of bll\dl.f.l98 
• • ' • < • ' ~ 

Each of the network objects mentioned bef0fe.'C8fl hav&a name. The bindlnp 

possible among these four types of objects are·Hsted1bt!low •. 

1. A service can be run at· Several dlfferent n0de9 and has an identity 
indepeiident .of the node. 

,.. . 

2. A node may be connected to several network attachment points and has 
an identity. independent of .the network attachmertt~ to Which it is 
connected. 

3. A network attachment point can have several paths from it to another 
network attachment paint 8Ad both'1tave MenfitieS·tridependent of the 
paths between them. 

Therefore, the bindings that must be made in order to send a message to a service 

are: 

1. Finding a node on which the service is running, 

2. Finding a network attachment point for the node, and 
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3. Finding a path from the source network attachment point to this 
attachment point. 

2.3.4 The function of a conventional Routing Service 

The service that performs the name resolution described in the third part above is 

normally referred to as the Routing Service. The first two bindings are done by a 

service name resolution service and a node name location service respeetively. 

Since there are several choices at each level ot name resolution, it may be necessary 

to backtrack and choose a different binding at a previous level if it is found useful In 

certain circumstances. 

2.3.5 A slightly different Rou~lng Service 

The Routing Service described· in this thesis will be somewhat different in function 

from one that only identifies path·s leading -from the' netwark attachment point of the 

requester.to another·specitled network attachment point.· The Aoutit1g Service·wHI: 

now attempt to Identify a ·path ·from.the requester's attachment- point to a node 

specified by the requester. How.ever, the Routing Service.will accept hints from the 

requester about ·the network attachment points to which the deStinatton node may be 

connected. (A node name location service (or name.server) may be used to find the 

names of the network attachment points to which a node Is connected.) 

Some of the basic requirements that a Routing Service, which performs the function 

described above, .should satisfy are described below. 

2.4 The basic requirements for a Routing Service 

Some basic requirements for a Routing Service In_ a campus environment are 

described below. 
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2.4.1 The Routing Service has to work ir:t a distributed envir~nment 

All nodes in the network are pretty much atlt<>ll<JMous an'dtndepenclent entities and 

they communicate with each.other by sending message$.()V~r,the _n,etwork to which 

they are connected. This structure must be reflected in the design of the Routing 

Service. Although a campus wide_ network is expected to have a lot of inexpensive 

bandwidth, sending messages over the network can still be quite expensive in terms 
) 1. . 1. ~ ·• ~ ' ' ~) . ' . ' 

of the amount of time taken for a message to trave~ from,one end of the network to 
.;. : ' ,· ' 

another. The number of messages that a Routing Service must send and receive for 
7' . -, ' 

it to function properly should be kept IC>'tV especially wh~n this directly affects the time 

that it takes fo respond to users. 
f>.. 

Although local network routing and long-haul network routing also 6perate In a 

distributed environment, significant design dlffereneea am ans'e·because bandwidth. 

in the campus environment is a more scarce commodity<iftan in the 1ocaf network 

case and a less scarce commodity than in the long-haul network case. 

2.4.2 The Routing Service should lie retlabl9 

This requirement might be partitll1y met by keeping the Routing Service as simple as 

possible. Therefore, In the design ()f the setvtee an. effort Mlt'be made to keep the 

"extras" out. tf at all any "eXtras" are retained, they Win· be tht>se that will be 

extremely hard to incorporate In the desigri,once the RoUting Servite is Implemented. 

Those "extras" whose design would require an effort quite orthog(>nal to the current 

design effort are most likely to be discarded. Simplicity tn the design of the Routing 

Service is also likely to effect an improvement in maintenance dost, recovery time, 

trouble location, and so on. 

Reliability of the Routing Service also means that it should stand up to any changes 

in the network topology or its connectivity; Retiabiffty •is::.a necessary requirement 

even in the local· network and long lilaw case' l'Jut,the kindU of changes -possible and 

their frequency are different in ·the campus envimnmetit~:, fheSe cllanges are listed 
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below. 

1. A gateway, subnetwork, o~ node breaks down or comes up again. 

2. A new node is Installed or removed frorh the network. 

3. A new gateway or subnetwork is installed or removed.from the network. 

Therefore, routes should not be established only once at the time of network 

installation but rather the Routing Service should be capable of updating routes 

based on new information. However, it is entirely plausible that some changes may 

be such rare events that it might be·wiser to just restart the Routing Service instead 

of buHding into it the ability to respond sensibly when such a change' does occur. For 

example, a new gateway or subnetwork is not likely to be installed ~very day and, 

therefore, it is is not at all necessary for the R<>utlng Service to be incrementally 

responsive to such changes. 

2.4.3 The Routing Service should be reasonably fast 

It was mentioned before that one of the ad\WltageS of Souroe Routing is that it 

makes gateways almost trivially ~mple. This simpJic~ might help to make good use 

of the cheap and abundant bandwidth available. If Routing Service were inordinately 

slow, It would wipe out all the advantages of trying to speed up routing through 

gateways. In fact, this brings up another point. In the design process, the option will 

exist at several stages to make the Routing Service vary in sophistication along 

various axes, e.g. the information gathered by the Routing Service may range frqm 

just topology or .connectivity information to detailed class of service information 

about the traffic, gateways, subnets, etc. Another option tha~ can be exercised is the 

amount of computation required to compute "good", "better". or "best" routes. In 

all these cases, It should be remembered that the pftilosophy behind a campus 

environment and a long haul environment (like the ARPANET) is most drastically 

affected by the fact that in the first case there is tot of bandwidth to utilize and in the 

second case bandwidth is a critical resource. Therefore, there is no need to squeeze 
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out the last ounce of bandwidth in the campus environment. The Routing Service 

can afford to be sub-optimal in conserving bandwidth if in the process we have 

bought ourselves simplicity, or we have decreased the time that it takes the Routing 

Service to process queries. To sum up this requirement, the Routing Service should 

be designed so as not to be a bottleneck in the campus environment. 

2.4.4 The Routing Service should require minimal sup.,ort from the rest of 

the system 

This requirement is mainly to ensure that the opportunity to modularize the routing 

function is taken advantage of. As menti~ before, target identification and 

routing can be separately performed in the campus environment. However, it must 

also be ensured that no built-in dependencies creep into the design of the Routing 

Service. Moreover, trouble location and recove_ry are f~c:;ijit~ by keeping the 

dependencies low. Distributed systems, in general, have aJ:~otentia! for being more 

reliable than other systems based· on central proceasors. ~iog the Routing Service 

self-supportive to as ·great an extent as possible will go a long W8Y. towards making. 

the Service robust and _modular~ 

2.4.5 The Routing Service should sca1e gracefully for larger networks 
. 

A serious attempt should be made to provide scaleability in performance (in terms of 

response time, reliability, etc.) for the Routing Service. 

It is claimed that distributed systems are intrinsically more reliable than centralized 

systems. This claim is only justified if the system is designed to exploit the existing 

potential. If, for example, the system is designed to scale gracefully, redundancy can 

be used to make the system more reliable. 

It is entirely plausible that the campus-wide netWork may grow much too farge for one 

Routing Service to handle efficiently. One.approach to this problem is to P8'1ition the 

network into smaller units that sing1e Rooting Servers can handle. There may be 
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other good reasons, in fact, for the netWOf'.k to be partitioned in~o several smaller 

units. Much like telephone zone&, it is likely that there,wiff .be zones consisting of 

several adjacent subnets where most of the traffic or4Qinatino in :those zones will be 

directed to nodes within the respective zones. It i8 qutte wasteful in this situation to 

force the Routing Server in one such zone to maintain information on all the nodes in 

the network. It is also not wise to compute routes to all the nodes in the network if, 

for example, 98% of the routes to nodes outside .a zone are not used. at al.I. There. is 
• ~ f. 

another scenario in which it makes good sense to partition the network into smaller 

units. Consider the case of two large campus-wide networks-one in M.l.T. and 

another in Harvard...;...eonnected together by exadty «>he gataway. ·n clearly does not 

make sense to require the Routing Service tn M.1.T.'s campus~wide network to know 

about the Harvard network in any Intricate detan If all the ·tWessages from the MiT 

network are going to go through a single gateway ·connecting ·the two networks 

anyway. Moreover, the Harvard .administratlonmay·not watift>utsidersfo know about 

the innards of their network. Now. that a good case· for partttlbning the network has 

been constructed, how can the system actually function with· a different Routing 

Server for each region? 

Fig. 2-2 shows a network partitioned into ten different regions. Each region consists 

of a number of subnetworks. Different "9i~ns are con~ by any nuq\ber of 
• < •• ' ,. -..... • • • ' ' 

gateways. It is useful to consider the general case of a network in which some region 

is isolated from the rest of the. system. The network may be designed to be 

completely connected but failures may cause regions to be isolated temporarily. 

Also, assume that each region is administered sep$rately by a Routing Server and 

that the ten regions are administered by ooe higher level Routing Setver. The 

Routing Server for region 5, for ~xample, will only compute rQJJtes from nodes within 
' : ,' 

5 to any other node in 5 and the higher level Routing .~rver wm onJy compute routes 

in terms of the smaller regions that make up the network. The higher level Routing 

Server may decide, for instance, that all routes from attachment points in region 4 to 

other attachment points in region 3 should go from region 4 to region 5 and then to 

region 3. 
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Figure 2-2: The campus-wide network partitioned into ten parts 

Now, consider one way to handle routing queries in such a system. Suppose a node 

(call it 'abed') connected to an attachment point in region 5 wants to communicate 

with a node (call it 'efgh') that is connected to an attachment point in region 7. The 

first node (i.e., the source node) will query its Routing Server to find out the route to 

'efgh'. (The query should include the network attachment point name of 'efgh'2. The 

network attachment point name of node 'efgh' should have enough information in it 

to let the Routing Server know that the attachment point lies in region 7. For 

example, the attachment point name could be hierarchical.) Since the network 

attachment point to which 'efgh' is attached does not belong to region 5, the Routing 

Server of region 5 will pass on the routing query to the higher level Routing Server. 

The higher level Routin~ Server may then decide that the best route from region 5 to 

2As explained before, a name server is invoked to map node names to network attachment point 
names. 
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region 7 should go via region 6. The higher level Routing Server will also ask the 

Routing Servers of regions 5, 6, and 7 to construct the parts of the routes that pass 

through their territory. After the complete route has been assembled by the higher 

level Routing Server,· it will pass the route to the Routing Server of region 5, which, ·in 

turn, will pas,s It on to the node that originated the query. The problem is to 

coordinate the whole process so that it works in an Situations alid .also to generalize it 

to the case where there may be several levels of Routing SE¥vers. 

2.4.6 The Routing Service should maintain a good user Interface 

As far as possible,· the Routing Servlct1,should pamper the user. For example, 

suppose that the Routing Service maintains cfass .. of.service information about 

subnets and gateways. The user should be able to inspect the class-of-service 

information about the gateways and subnets on any route. If, for example, the user 

wanted to get a route that did not pass through a certain gateway because its class

of -service information did not meet the user's requirement, it should be possible to 

doao. 

However, having a good user Interface will only be a secondary objective. This 

requirement will lose out If It oonfllcta with the requirement of reliability or of the 

Routing Service being fast, etc. 

2.5 Some additional requirement• 

Some very basic requirements for a Routing Service were described In the previous 
- . 

section. There are some additional requirements for a Routing Service that arise 

mostly from concerns ab9ut large networks. 
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2.5.1 Towards a flexible meaning for ne.twork attachment p~int names 

To allow for any communication in a computet:Jl$twotk; one must· be abte to name 

the nodes of interest and their network attachment points before being able to find 

routes t6 them. This is usually not a problem in. a. small computer network where it is 
• ; - . - ,, -'._.:. ') _,,·. ;:. ~ • · i., f -· ' - ' - ~ ·-

possible to keep track of remote n~es fairly easily; For example, if communication 1s 

restricted to a local netw~rk o~er which the ~orrr\~l"way .of sending. messages is. by 

broadcast [4, 13], then only unique identi.fiers need. to be used as names for n~e's;. 
no names are required for network attachment points unless one node can be 

attached at two different points on the same local network. It is not ~~16-

know the connection point of any node Mei. peck• ~n be sent with tne urncwe . :- ~ .. . ·- ' - -, --- . ' . 

identifier of the destination node at their front. As ~et,g~,~ eaci, no® in 

the local network, the destination node (i.e., the node whose unique identifier 

matches the destination unique identifier of the packet)·plCt(s ~tl'te packet. Things 

are a·littte more CCMTlf>licated as the size of thesYStem,~.:·tt is not ag easy for 

each user or application program to know about·lft&complet.e'system configuration. 

Moreover, if nodes are allowed to be mobile and the configuration of the system is 

flexible,. it~ difficult tQ. know the exact name ,Qf, #}A rnetwqr~ ~tta.ctu"Qent point of a 
l " r • • .. •, • 

destination nooe. This- situation demands a. mote fleXible ltleBnmg for names of 

network attachment points in the network. 

2.5.2 Hierarchies to combat problems of scale 

Hierarchical methods are used au the time to keep problems associated with large 

systems manageable. The essential idea is that If the number of attachment points 

grows very large, it. becomes useful to divide the attachment points up into several 

regions·to simplify naming of network attachment points. There is a server in each 

region to take care of routing within that region. Eactt network attachment point now 

has a hierarchical name that consists of·the ltentifiel' of the.region that it belongs to 

and the identifier of the node within the region. Routes will now·have to be computed 

from region to region and within regions. It is no longer necessary to comf)Wte routes 
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between every pair of network attachment points. The same approach can, of 

course, be applied recursively and there will then b& several levels in the hierarchy. 

There are two main motivations for using hierarchical names for network attachment 

points. The first is that routing becomes a lot simpler. The second reason is that with 

hierarchical names, the authority for assigning or acquiring names can be 

distributed. 

2.5.3 Problems •••• 

Some of the problems associated with using a strict hierarchy for ·network attachment 

point names are described befdw3, · 

One of the most obyious problems is that routes are less optimal when a hierarchy is 

used. This may happen because one or more levets ofdetail.areskipped over while 

computing routes that span more than one region. The other probJemsare described 

below: 

1. Changing Network Conffguratlons: A large network wlff be broken 
up into sever& {egions on the basis of expected. and,cobserved traffic 
patterns. Regions are chosen so that most of the traffic originating from 
them is directed to attachment points withtn the same region. This is 
done because inter-region communications is more costly than Intra
region communication. Another reason for choosing regions may be for 
administrative reasons. Due to a change in any one of the reasons 
mentioned above, it may ·be necessary to change the hierarchy of 
attachment points. Yet another reason for changing configurations may 
arise if a region grows too large or too small. due to a !ot of nodes being 
moved in o.r moved out. It may then be necessary to either split up a 
region that has grown too large or It may be necessary to merge together 
two adjacent smaU regions. For atl the reaaons cited, above, it is not 
advisable to fjx a hierarchy for the network once and for all. 

2. Mobile Hosts: It is possible that a node may be moved from Its current 
attachment point and attached at some other point in the network. In this 

3 [21] also discu~ some routing problems associated with large, multi-networ1< systems 
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case, it is necessary to ensure that the nodes preserv;e. their identity after 
the change in connection points. In a strict hierarchy, the mobile host 
has to inform au other nodes ih ttfe, 11etwork mterested in it aboUt the 
transfer and all ongo_ing cornputatipns mµS,ti>EJ a!)l~ Jo change the 

• • • • ' c ' ' • ' ., ........ _. ··~·"'-· - • • • ' ' • • -'i,..,. ' q. 

h1erarch1cal address of the mobile host they refer to. 

3. Artificial Partitioning: It is possible to envisa'Qe:li ·situation in which 

the rou~e to the server of a r~ D\"Y"ool ~ ~:~;' !4u1ty gateway. 
Therefore, it may not be possible to communicate.from.outside with any 
of the nodes' in the regton atthough :rc>tJtes :r'rnly '~d}i exist to sofu$ of 
the nodes. This is,a case of partitianing·beino #tifioially.foreed·on the 
network. 

4. MuHihoming: A node may txt conneetedto more ttaan one ptace in the 
network. These CQnnec~gn._points ~~>' .t;>e in.9,iff~ ~ions of the 
hierarchieal network" and: 'therelore; different' roUtes exist to theSe 
various connectloo pGtms trom-Other'1i*rt8 tlf·IW1~:-· l'here'are fwo · 
ways to handle the problem of a source node desiring to find•tbe be$! .. 
route to a destination node that is connected to more than place. The 
first way is for the network ro_l:'ting s_El!Vic~ _,!O. bf:! .. ~rt ~ou~h to figure 
out the best way given one of 'itf~ flretaffiHlcat· -~ 'of the 
destination or mayt>e,#18 unique identifier« .ttte~ Theolher 
way is for the source.to~ ,aware 9,f th,,ditfer~ CQ1;m~tion pQin~. to 
ask for the paths to . atl these,· and .. to 'th~ diooS& 'among the' paths 
avaiklbte.. The ,fifst; caNs ·for a ·sopbJsticated network· ·service and the 
second for a sophistlcated source nod.e •. ·- ,, ·- ,• 

In fact, this brings up another way In Which a source may not be able to 
communicate with a destination. although a path to the destination may 
exist. This can happen if .the destirlatic>n,h•JeveraLcoonectioP PS)ints 
but all the paths (to the connection paints of the destination), that·the 
source knows about, are-down. · · · t 

5. Shared Access: It is possible that two or more nodes may share a 
single connection poi11t. in the network. Thi~ .. i~ PC>~t>ie if there is a 
shortage of connection i>oints. Arlofher rE•~J:;n'fo~' ~1that the nodes 
involved would rather share the CQSt.·of: the network· ifltedaoe tharJ: have 
complete access to the network. This may be especiaUy true of small 
computers. In a strict hierarchy, ooth of them. will ha~ tile~~ network 
hierarchical address and there will be a lot of eo'r:ifusion 'Whell a message 
gets sent to the shated:connectioo point. 
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2.6 A more flexible approach to Rou~ing 

The problems described above require special attention by a Routing Service. One 

approach to attack the Issues raised is described below. 

Rrstly, it was emphasized while discussing mobile hostss shared and changing 

configuration acce&S. that lt:is important to pteserve the ideritfty of a nOde If It shares 

its attachment point with other nodes or if. the attachment point fQr. ~e node either . . 
changes or even Just changes ilB name. On& way to aotve thls~blem is· to assign a 

unique identifier to every node. and to have every internet message ,cootain the 

unique identifier of the destination node, perhaps ca part of h,aour.ce route of the 

message. Now. the unique identifier Of f!Nefy ~~'set\tto·any attachment point 
. -; ' - - - ~ ~)· '' _-- ':_ '-··:'. - . -

can be .checked against the unique. ldentifiens of the nodes ~Y ~ched to the 

connection point 

However, this still does not solve the problem· Qf qlOblle hosf,$,completelY. It Is not 

possible under many circumstances 1o ·know the ·complete ttlerarchical name=of the 

attachment pointof a node. The RouUng Se,Ntce.~ld be abte,.t~ ~some kind of a 

search for -~ destination node in· the network. Howeert"-:1& ·mar be impractical to 

search the entire network. The Routing ·Setvlce shootd, thEttetore, be able to accept . 

hints (from the node requesting the information} to limit Ile eoope of the search. 

In fact, th& procedure described &hove is one way of aofving the multl·homing 
. . . 

problem, too. If a search Is made for some d8$ti,..iton node, several attachment 

points for the same node may show up and the best.among them can be chosen. 

As for the case of. artificial partitioning mentioned before, one can either provide 

alternative routes to servers or actually haveftKtundant servefS for each region. 

There Is another way In which partitioning may be forced on the network although a 

path may exist between the two supposedly "partitioned" Ptlff$. This can happen If 

. no path exists between two attachment points in the same region but a path may exist 
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if the path from the· source goes outside the region and comes in again to a part of 

the region from which the destination may be reached. This is solved by using a 

backup and retry scheme. Help has to be asked of the Server of the region that is 

hierarchically one level above the region in which the souroe and destination exist. 

This chapter has concentrated on laying down a set of basic requirements for a 

Routing Service and . on developing a general approach to solve some more 

advanced problems. The next chapter delves into more details about the Routing 

Service • 
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Chapter Three 

The Routing S,rvice ·~·, · 

This chapter ·describes the design of a ·Rooting Servicem&lletait , Before describing 

the details of the design, it is necessary to explain how the>campUS-wide:,aef;work is 

configured. It is also necessary to describe a particular implementation of source 

routing and to decide what kind of routes should be tomptJtect by the Routing 

Service. These preflminaries are taken care of· in the first three sections. Aftef that~ 

Sec. 3.4 describes the'topology-finding algorfthlti of the ROuttngservrce. Sec. 3.5 

deals with the algorithms that are used tO 'compute pa!h~· in· thtfnetwork and Sec. 3.6 

lays out the procedure for asking the Routing Service fQr rou~ng information. Sec. 
' ~ • ' -,~·- '}; .' '.. ' t " , ·,. '",, ~ " . 

3.7 discusses the types of changes in CQnfiguration that are useful in a campus-wide 
'., :'r:' - ', 

network. The next three sections describe strategies for user control of paths, for 

responding to faults in the network, and for corlOesJ:ion ·c0nti:(>t 

3. 1 The Configuration of th8 Campus-wide Network 

As discussed in Chapter z a hierarchical appraadt: will be taken to break down the 

problems of routing for large networks into manaQeabte sub-units. The configuration 

of the network is described below. 

The campus-wide network will be essentially a large number of local networks (or 
. . 

subnetworks) connected together by gateways. The to~ level of the hierarchy will 

consist of a number of adiacent subnetworks4. This lo~t level in the hierarchy will . ,: ' . ~ -~,, . ·, 

be called a level-1 region. One such level-1 ,region is shown 1.o Fig. 3-1. It is also a 
'' ',• \_ -,· 
~ .. 

4 
A subnetwork is adjacent to another if the two l:ll,lb09tworks are CQfWeCteg togethf3r by at least .one 

gateway. A bunch cl subnetworks are adjacent il,one.can find a path (tt)at i)asses $tough gatewaY* 
and other subnetworks in the same region) between any two Sllbnetwatkain::tbtl region: 
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requirement that two different level-1 regi~s may not overlap.ar:id that the entire 

network be divided into level-1 regions (i.e., every subnetwork will belong to one and 

only one level-1 region). 

In a similar manner, several adjacent level-1 regions may be grouped together to form 

a level-2 region. If this depth in the hierarchy is deemed necessary, it is enforced 

over the entire network. In other words, the entire level-1 space is divided Into non· 

overlapping level-2 regions. 

In a completely recursive fashion, level-2 regions may be grouped into level-3 regions 

and so on. Fig. 3·2 shows what a level-I region looks like in terms of level·(i - 1) 

regions. The number of levels in the hierarchy will depend on the actual size of the 

network and will increase or decrease with the size of the network. 

Before going any further, it is· necessary to emphasize that regions are chosen 

primarily on the basis of the following two factors: 

1. Regions are chosen so that traffic originating from the region is mostly 
directed to attachment points within the region. The reason for doing 
this, as.mentioned earlier, is that routing decisions involving routes that 
span more than ooe region are expensive. This will become apparent 
when the Routing"Service is described in detaiL 

2. Regions may be decided upon to respect administrative and political 
boundaries. If regions are divided up this way, it is easier to assign 
responsibilities for maintenance in the network. 

Each region has a Routing Server associated with it. A Routing Server Is said to be 

level-I if it looks after a level-i region. A level·i Routing Server should know its place . 
in the hierarchy (i.e that it is lev~l-i) and it should know how to communicate with all 

the Routing Servers of level·(i - 1) below it in the hierarchy (unless i = 1) and with the 

Routing Server above it in the hierarchy (if one in fact exists). A Routing Server for a 

level-i region only computes routes between the level-(i - 1) regions that exist in the 

level-i region. A level· 1 Routing Server only computes routes between attachment 

points that belong to the level-1 region. 
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Figure 3·1: A fevel•1 fleffion 
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Each region, local net, gateway, and node. in tbe network has a. unique identifier 

associated with it. Every node and gateway remembers its own unique identifier. 

The unique identifier of a subnetwork Is remembered by the gateways on the 

subnetwork. The unique ~tifier of a region is ~embeied ~Y t~~ g~teways that 
. . -, ~' ; ~ . 

exist on its boundary. 

The reason for assigning unique identifiers ·to nodes was dfsCUssed in Chapter 2·c1.e., 

to preserve the identity of a node if it ~ rts altaehment point With other nodes or 
if the attachment point for the node changes). 

The reasons for assigning unique identifiers to subnetwork$,· gateways, and regions 

are slightly diffeAmt. There are essentiaffy two reasons. 

1. Since class-of-service Information will be maintained for subnetworks, 
gateways, and regions, It is necessary to be abfe to identity theSe 
network entities easily and unambiguouaa.y. · 

2. Due to several reasons (flow control, user C90trol of ~th, or temporary 
malfunctioning) It may ~ necessary to firm a path between two 
attachment poiftts. in the network such that ·the path does not pass 
through certain subnetworks, gatewa.Y$, or regions. for this reason, too, 
it is neeessary to be able to point to each of these network entities easily 
and una'Ylbiguoualy. 

Attachment points in the network do not need. to have unique identifiers assigned to 

them. Attachment points may have identifiers. that are ~ique only Within the 

subnetwork in which they exist5. In this. thesis. attachment point names may be 

sometimes referred to equivalently as local transport addresses (or simply addresses) 

of the nodes that are conryected to the attachment pc;>ints. 

5-rhere are a couple of exceptions. Nodes anf4,,g~~ways willeach have ~ c~n broadcast address 
as will be.seen later. · · ,-. · 
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3.2 An Implementation of Source Routing 

To permit explicit discussion of. the Routing Service, it Is necessary to look at an 

actual Implementation of Source Routing. . The implementation described he~ Is 

essentially the same as the one described in [18). One of the features of this 

implementation is that It dynamically constructs a reverse route. This feature has 

been retained in the. implementation ~- .lt Is· .ienetvely· used by·· the Routing 
. . 

Service. The implementation is described below. 

The internet source route field is shown in Fig. 3-3. It consists of two one-octet 

numerical fields and a vliViable (but constant for the-Ille time,of the packet) number Of 

octets of route. The first field contains ~ count of the number of octete of route while 

the second field points to the next unused octet of the route. The firsJ field remains 

constant for the life time of the packet but the secood one is updated at each 

gateway and also by the source node and the1.festmatton node. 

Assume for now that every gateway connects exa¢1y two subnetworks. T:he 

operation of a gateway ·that gets a packet us1ng the tocat ·transport protocol of the 

incoming subnetwork and wants to send It out on some outgoing subnetwork Is 

described next. The gateway uses the second numerical field (which points to the 

next unused octet of route) to find the next local transport address6• The assumption 

here Is that the gateway knows the number of octets required by a local· transport 

address of this subnetwork. This local transport address Is plated In the local 

. transport address fteld for the outgoing subnetwork. Afso, this local transport 

address Is replaced by the gateways own local transport address (after reversing the 

address octet by <>ctet). The gateway then increments the second numerical field by 

the number of octets It extracted from ·the route~ and It uses the local transport 

protocol to send It ·out on the outgoing subnetwork. This routing strategy assumes 

that all paths are bi-direetional and that all local transport addresses on a subnetwork 

6Note that the local transport address of a node on some subnet is not the same as the namo of the · 
node. Node names art! unique identifiers but local transport names are unique only within iocal nets. 
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Figure 3-3: The internet source route fleld 

are of the same size. Also, the reverse route comes out upside down and will have to 

be reversed before it can be used. 

ln case a gateway interconnects more than two subnetworks, it behaves as if it were 

another subnetwork. The next local transport add(ess7 in the source route is used to 

choose the outgoing subnetwork. Finally, to make it 90nsi$tent and simple, even 

gateways that interconnect just two subnetworks will be made to go through this 

7 Just as local transport addresses for nodes are not unique identffiers, this local transport address 
should not be confused with the unique identifier that is ~iated with Ple subnet. Each gateway µsea 
some names to identify the different subnets to which it is connected. These names, which are treated 
as tocal transport addressea·on the conceptual subnetwork ot-1Re gateway., are unique only· within the 
conceptual network. 
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step. 

The operation described above is repeated not onlx by each gateway but may be also 

repeated inside the destination node tQ route the packet to the correct activity and 

inside the source node to route the p8cket tcftlte c0rrect local network (since a node 

may be connected to several:local •· 

3.3 What kind of routes should t'he Routing Service compute? 

The campus-wide network i$ characterized by'htgt.t-bandwidth communication lines 
: . - _. ~ 

that are available at a rela~vely, low cc#J ~~red to the communication links 

available for a long-haul nlttwork lik&· the ARP~ network). It is, therefore, not 

worthwhile to look for extrenlely sophistleated routii.g strategies that may use a lot of ., 

computational resources to make ~ VEKY,J:~f•C ... of bandwidth. Since there is an 
. - ; - - - ; . . ~ 

abundance.of bandwidth, it StJfftces to ueee·ruatirtl strategy that computes shortest 

hop paths. By choosing a shortest hop routing strategy, the cost of making the 

complicated routing calculations required for long-haul networks like the ARPANET 

will not be incurred. 

By pursuing the line of reasoning given above a little further, one might argue that 

routing calculations should be cut down even ~- by calculating any rou• 

whatever (i.e., rout~ that are not necessarily shorteeUn leAgth). However, jlere are 

at least two good reasons for finding shortest routes as contrasted with finding any 

routes. The first argument In favor of using shorteshoutes is'the reliabltity argument. 

The smaller the .number of subnets and gateways that a message has to pass 

thro_ugh, the better are the chances of it getting through fhtaet to' the other end (on 

the average, at least). The secotid reason for using shorteSt p8ths and not any paths 

whatever is as follows. If any paths whatever are used, then there will .be more traffic 

generated in the network due to each message (oo the .a~age) because the 

message may have to go over a higher' number of ·SubrWHs. and gateways as 

· compared to the case when shortest paths are ueed. ConseQuently, the number of 
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different messages per unit time that the network can ·sustain· wm be decreased, 

which is a disadvantage. 

If shortest hop paths are the paths that the>I~QU(rtt;;~~~ytt• 1~~ .~the 
., ;~.- - ' 

only thing that needs to be monitored is the topology of the network and its 

connectivity, both of which are subject 19t:~~,.i;,·Tfafftc. '<::Gndltions,·on 

communication finks. need,,not be, ·monitored;'. as iff'ttie '.~NET, to make 

sophisticated 'rooting deci9ions. The Routing SCWViee: that 'I& ~tlbed ·tater In this 

chapter has been designed keeping-this In mind. 

Given the structure of the . campus-wide network in which various subnets are 

connected by means of gateways, it.is logical to ~fin,.• ~h..JQogth to be as many 

hops as the number of gateways and subnets that it spans. Therefore, nodes on the 

same network will be one hop away, nodes on.different subhets· connected by a 

common gateway are three hops away and so on. There·is·anofher way to define 

hops that is simpler although it may be less intuitive. The number of hops in a path 

can be defined to be the number of gateways on th&i)8lfl~ .~Nittte bit' of thought will 

show that shortest hop paths, which are comJ)Uted by usifl\t either of the two 

definitions, mean the same thing. (The reason for this is that the number of hops in a 

path, using the first,~finition, is a mon,ota~~~llY,JPcr~funcUon of the number 

of hops in the same path, using the second definition.) The second definition of path 

length will be used in this thesis. . 

3.4 Finding the topology of the Campus-Wide Network 

Finding the topology of the network is the fir9t ~ of ·'th& R®ting Service. As 

explained before, ~ hierarchical approach has J:),een J~en to split up the routing 

problems into manageable unitS. For convenience·of dsduasion; suppose that the 

network is itself a level-n region, where n is some number greater than zero. 
' 

This section is organized as follows. First, some special feakKes that are required for 
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the topology finding. ft1nctions of the Routing Server have been explained. Next, a 

very crude description of the topology finding operation of the Routing Server has 

been given. This has been done to give the reader a higher level insight into the 

algorithm before Introducing a lot of details. 

There are two ways to read thi&~*1ion. 1.f • reader onfy wants to get a feel for the 

algorithm, it is~ed that he shoulditkim-overt~Qesq(iption of the speoial

featuresand th~·he should only read the crude "8criptjoe:c:>f the.-1gorithm. On the 
other hand, for the reader interested in more~flitt. tbe ~is recommended. 

The reader should first skim over the description of the special features and the 

crude description of the· algorithm. Next; the'' ·ritlld* ·shot.ltd read the exact 

algorlttlm-refening to the deserlptiori of itUt speciat: feattlres, :ff necessary. 

This thesis will not attempt to ~ribe the det$il& of .GQ<ijng the various messages 

that are required for the operation of ·the RoutiftQ SefVice.- . Also, no att~pt will be 

made to describe in. detail how .the Routing Senfer$• ~ gabJY(ays, or the nodes 

organize the storage- ot,,state associated-• the ,oper'8tien of the Routing Service 

except where absolwtetr neceaaary. 

3.4.1 Eleven special features: requlrecffoT toporogy-..findfng 

1. Gateways respond to a common· local transport address; Every gateway 
has a local transport address on each subnet th8f·tt 1$' ODtlnedtecho. The 
local transport address of the gateway on fNery subnet Is unique over the 
subnet. However, it is required that all gateways on a subnet also 
respond to SOJne. ot~-~ ~-tr&~:~~ The e<;>ol8JOO 
address for gateways on a subnet may be different froin the common 
address for gateways ~· another 9"bnet., -cT• ~ address for 
gateways will be used to broadQ8$1 messages to atl gateways on a 
subnet and It is for this reason that the the oormnon 'toe• transport 
address may, be f8ferred to equivalently• the broadr..ast address for 
gateways. 

2. Nodes respond to a common local transport address: Just as gateways 
respond to a common address other ·than their regular IDcal transpOrt 
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address, all nodes on a subnet ~d ·to a commmn .~ transport 
addr$SS other than their regular <addre&&. It is poesibte. to,.: make the 
common · ·lddtess for ~ · ldenttcat· *>i:Jhe ,cornmQn ·a:ldreSs for 
gateways on · the same subnet.·· Software:. can•: then·· be ·. used· 1o 
differentfate:flEA!wee1fl>madca&m:1Mant for nddes: traJtntboauwnt tor • 
gatewayg, •-Hewever, it v.«t:A:Je.....,.., for eaa..eti:dillcuilsicm; that1fte 
common·-addrelail fot·.noc:MS •18•-..nt from 4be·.c:oRtol\ .adthess-.fof> · 
gateways on'theiMftl8SU0h9t; .. ) L. . . 

3. Remote Broadcast message: Befpre descr:iblng this message, it is 
necessary to explain the standaA.t'~ tlden·lC>f~a.message in this· 
thesis. This standard representation is given below. 

To-<destination>(qype of message>, <parameter 1>, <parameter 2>; 
<parameter 3>, ... ,<parameter n>) 

Here <destination> is the destination for this kind of· packet. Examples of 
<destlnatlonl> ar&·gatew~-noctes.-etc. In. an actual message. of course, 
this corresponttt•td1the·source route that ·is'U88Ctt0 8endt the message to 
the appr-Opriafe ·--fnatkms (which are of the ·tYPr· given ·in the 
<ctestination> field otthedeSCription). 

<Type of message>, <parameter 1>. etc . .ere-au fields-that correspond •. in 
an· actual message,. to "pieces of mtonnatiotl '~1-aRJ1:ooded. into. the 
internet tr*t~ S)ltklrth Ttte•details of:.coding thlsciftfotrnation at& not 
of importance btftl$ theet8. 

If this type of message has a standard reply meaaage associated with lt, it 
will look like this: 

From-<destJnation>{<Type of message>, <parameter a>, <parameter b>, 
... ) 

From-<desllnation> correspond&, in an actual -message~ to a source route 
that leads from thedestinatioft·.to the originator of1tha·To-<destination) 
message. (Tfle. dynamic reverse· route c&ns8ueltop; stra11Qy¥which-was 
described earlier, is used to get the reverse route required above.) 

. ". . .,., - ~ . : 

<Type of message>, <parameter a>, etc. now correspond to pieces of 
information that are coded into the tntemeltnmsJ:>ort~J)&d<et.tttaUs 1Jsed 
for the reply. 

Now, to get back to the originat discussion, nothing has been said so far 
. ' - . : .. , fi , ·: ~ .~:: ,,. . ~ ' 
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aboutthe mechanism that is used'toaand •.packet c.wer a local- network 
using the-tocal nnaport protocob lndeectt,tflC=i _.. netwOlk -wjll;·haYe 
its QWn looaUranaport ~ ttull..,,be c:Mnnt from~ Jocel 
transport protocot However, .~ assumption muat be made c8bout the 
local b•'8POR' ~. The 881U~ je· thllrff ....... ,.. ....... 
attachment pointa• areutln9t wJth:the8M84ac1Uran~edd~8Qd· 
If •P8dllthaWI0._~1ocal-.- lddrlaedt dlli'M!ld~IMt 
subnet, then the packet will eventually be delMlilfi.t~-.chmeJtt 
points on the subnet with the common local transport addfeas. 

To-gateway(Remote broadcast, destination. local transport address of 
subnet, ••. 

~· ··;-' 

The "destination" .field of the message can contain either "nodes" or 
"gateways". Thie:filld aaa.ttlalfJctalledbet~ Ql.-·tfte1 "1HB81tt 
whettwthe padcetincluded intbe ........ lelll~~to 
all the gatewaye, .,au the aode8. °" th&aubN*:..,.tifllcltft..ttwt. "'*81 
transport·Md•~,,field,; Suppaae, fotexatnple;~thal:•e4f~' 
field of the message says "nodes". •ll*_,grt1l'tWJ.Uttltert-.-...fM. 
packet contained In the message on the appropriate subnet using the 
correbt·locaf:-..n;~eJ·48ftef ~rtbe;Cf)l'\lft"'l ...... for 
nodes··on the·.wtmatirltlle •locati~~~·of::.the packet), 
The,gatewayrwftt,8ilo:tJI f91POOailDle;fOft...-ngi._ ...... eouroe 
route field of the packet that It will send so that '*1••~ 
of the packet Is the same as the originator of the remote broadcast 
meaeage111ftt'to:thegat1..,.' . 

4. Gateway Descriptor: Each gateway has a gateway deseriptor associated 
with It. ThedeaCrlptor ta· ••ntially w__.actto..,.·~••on ·about 
where the gateway belongs In the hierarchical configuration of the 
network, the routes to the various Routing aervera of Interest, and the 
claeot·88Mca informatial ,aboUt;thft oatawlW:'.a,:the ~ftlgions 
and local nete around i. To be mot9 ~P•m••·•,;....,,_ ~ 
conala oUhefolowtng plecea ofiWormatkam · 

a. The unique identifier of the gateway. 

b. The local transport addraaaaa, on ·the,~ aubnet of th8 



gateway, of the subnets that the gateway,is connected to. 

c. The local transport address on each subnet . 

. d. The class-of -service information on the gateway. ,., ;:'· ·· 

e. ·Th& highest ·level· ot:tha gateway\ IMtween tbe~·netwOJb.e {If 
both the local networks belong to tnamm...,.1~~t11ea tne 
highest level of the gateway between them is taken, by convention, 
to be .o~ It 'shoutct. be noticed ;thaDtf ;tbla hiQtreSt level; is· i, :then 'the 
gateway is also iJl.tevet.oj ~ t:Jaelll8fll1itt\a . ..,:·tocat oetwOrk8 
for O < j < i.) . 

For each local network connected to the gateway 

For eacb level reajon on that sjde 

f. The unique identifier of the region. 

g. The class-of -service information on the·legion~ 

h. The route to the'~ing server of M rtitgk>A9 •. 

It is not necessary for1he·gateWay1o ~alfthfs lt'tfomtatlon.at all times. 
In fact, when the gateway first begins operation, it is only necessary for It 
to know b, o, ande~ 'Therest'of\M'ltfol1~gl11$fHfettif1.;as·part<0f 
the operation of the Routing Seryice as will be seen later. Also, b, c, and 
e have to be kept in same~ ·Of 1stabl&ifJ10fao&'~m&'lt'is 19qufred 
that this information be retained by the gateway even if it crashes and 
comes up again. · 

5. Node descriptor: Each node has a node <*Criptor associate<f·wfth It. 
The node descriptor consists of the folloWfng;pfec89Nlhk>rridlon: 

a. The unique identifier of the node. 0• 

b. Theclass-of•servtce Information on the flOdlL 

9For the le1181-0·region {i.e~. the loeal network), this IS not apj:irlcable. Motf* exception to this mle is 
that the a level-O gateWQ¥ also contain&~- art:the .,.,_.,,_.fi.erdtbe ~ 1.regt'on and the 
route to the level-1 Routing Server. 
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c. The local network addre11Ses of the .attaGMlent points to which it is . . -

connected. 
!'' 

d. The unique. identifiers of the local networks to· which it is 
connected. 

Clearly, c and d change wheltever a. node is moved from one local 
network to another. Information on c is acquired by the node when it Is 
connected to:a new._ptem fn,the •twcxk. •llle mechaniamwfeaming d 
dynmniealty wilt bed• mtlbed.... . i u 

6. What-18-your-descriptot?· messate:, There are two. variations on the 
What..;s-your-descripfot'l 111111age. ThetwovariatiOnaara~below: 

a. To-gateway (What-ls-your-descriptor?) 

From-gateway (What~is-your-descriptor?, gateway descriptor) 

.-.. -
The gateway descriptor here is the same as the standard one 
described before. · 

b. To-node (What-is·~~riptor'I) 

From-node (What-ts-Y04Jr-descriptor?1-~ ~ptor) 

To-gateway (Fill-in-your·~· <inf~n. pair 1>,~ (information 
pair 2> , •• ,.) · 

The Information pairs mentioned above consist of two parts 
themselvefr.-~f- .,.,. kiAd Qf-~-Mmuat be llted.ln.and 
the second.leh-~-itael. 

A variation of this message also exists 

To-node <Fill-in-your -desciiptor, <informatien ~-patra>, Udonnatien pair 
b>, .•. ) 

Sometimes.- an originator of tht8 message might. wanUhe gateway to pick 
up the reverse route as one of the ptecee•of· Mfuititttion to be filled In. 
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For example, a Routing Server level·i might want to fill in some gateway 
descriptor that needs the route to the Routing Server. The Routing 
Server might only:know th~ route from ·tteetf t@fthe gaf$Way. In that case, 
the information pair fi~ld corresponding to this route (from the gateway 
to the Routing Server) may refer to the· reverse route constructed by the 
dynamic reverse routE!construction strategy. "·· 

8. Give-me-descriptors-ot..gateways-at·the-edge-ot-your-r&glon message. 

This message looks as follows: 

To-Routing Server(Give-me-deseriptor-of-gateways·at-the-edge-.of-you.r
region, hierarchical address of attachflient>point where I want routes 
from, number of last update) · · 

The reply to this message looks as folfows: 

From-Routing Server (Give-me-descriptor-of-gateways-at-the-edge-of
your-region, <information changed?>, <informati<>rfori gateways>)· 

The information that the Routing Server is asked to furnish concerns the 
gateways that fie on the boundary:of the f.egton°that ttite'ftoutmg Server 
administers. This information involves not only the descriptors of the 
gateways but also routes to the gateways from the point in the network 
speclfted m' the request. · Each update : by ttie Rooting Server or 
information about the gat~ays is numtlel'ed. Th&refOre', JMhe request 
contains the latest upctate number, th&:~· puts d6 in the "infotmatioo 
changed?" field and makes the "informatlOtfon Qateway&0 fiefd blank. If 1 

however, the update number is different now, then the "information 
changed?" field has yes in it ane·the "information dn gateways" field fs 
filled with the appropriate information. The "information on gateways" 

. field, in fact, consists of the following sub-fields: 

a. List of descriptors: This is a Hst of desCrtptors of the gateways on 
the edge of the region. 

b. List of routes to the gateways: This is a list of the routes to the 
gatewa"ys mentioned in the "list of descriptors" field in the.same 
order. The routes are given from the attachment point whose 
hierarchical M.ttf:J'eSS ·was· 8')eCififJd: IA· the' recr.ueet~: . ·The way to· 
specify a hierarchical address is described later in this thesis. 

c. Number of tms update: Thi&field specifies the. update number of 
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the information on the gateways sent back in this request. 

9. Here-is-the-route-to-Routing Server-above-you message: This message 
looks as follows: 

To-Routing Server (Here-is-the-route-to-the-Routing Server-above-you, 
route, unique identifier of Routing Server, list of unique identifiers of 
Routing Servers above the one mentioned, list of Routes to Routing 
Servers above the one mentioned from the originator of this message) 

This message will be used by some Routing Server level-i (where i > 1) 
and wiU be sent to one of the Routing Servers Jevel-{i- 1}unc:ter the level· 
i Routing Server. The route specified in the'.message may refer to the 
reverse route that is normally constructed. AleQ, if the leve,M Routing . ---
Server has information (regarding unique identifiers and routes) on 
Routing Servers above it in the hierarchy. then that information is .sent. 
too. 

10. I-would-like-to-get-information-on-Routing Server level-i message: Thia 
message looks as follows: 

To-Routing Server (l·wOlild-like-to-get -information-on .. Routing Server 
level-I) 

From-Routing Server(l-would·like-to-get-information-on-Routing Server 
level-i, highest level j Si of Routing Servf:tf'.$f0r'#Jhich,I have information, 
list of unique identifiers of .Routing Services above me-until level-j, list of 
routes to Routing Servers above me until tevel-j) 

All fjelds in this message type are self-explanatory. The routes to 
Routing Servers are from the Routing Server to which the message was 
directed. · 

11. What-is-the-route-from-me-to-you? message: This. message looks as 
follows: 

To-Routing Serve~ (What-is-the-route-from-m&-to-you?, my hierarchical 
address) 

From-Routing Server (What-is-the-route-from-~o-you?, route) 

Clearly, the originator of the message must have a route to the Routi.ng 
Server to be abte to send the message in the first place. However, the 
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route may not be a good one and it ·may ge· past several ottter .attachment 
points unnecessarily. The message described. above ·may then be .~ 
to find a relatively shorter route. 

Assume for1nGiWthl4·~~ing.,~.._~.~-~-·-~ MJ. 
capable of coming up with a route of the type specified. ihe exact 
algorithm for finding this route or any other route, for that matter, will be 
described later. · 

It should be noted that most of the messages d~rib,ed in this section had some kind . ,, ' . 
of reply associated with them. The repli8$ to those llle8$ages also act as 

acknowledgments for the messages themselves an~.- therefore, there is no need to 
' :;· . 

send explicit acknowledgments. There are two ~98$. however, which do not 

have any replies associated with them-namely,, the fill~in-your-descriptor message 

and the Here-is-the-route-to-Routing Server-al)Ove-you message. It may be 

necessary to send explicit acknowledgments for th~ messages although none have 

been mentioned in the description of these messages. 

3.4.2 A crude description of the aigorithm 

One assumption of this algorithm is that ~ level-i Routing Server exists within the . . . 

level-i region that it serves or, to be more precise, the node on which the Routing 
'. ; ,,/ ., . -

Server runs is connected to an attachment point within the level-i region that it 

serves. This is not an unreasonable assumption considering that the main motivation 

for dividing up the network into regions is to pr;ovide better sen,rlqf3 to each region. It 

is, therefore, natural to place the Routing Server as close as possible to all the nodes 

or Routing Servers below it in the hierarchy. 

Another thing to notice is that level-1 Routing Servers are a little different from level-i 

Routing Servers, where i > 1. The reason is .that level-1 Routing Servers do not 

gather their topology information from lower .lfJvGI .Routing .. Servers Qut instead 

directly from the nodes and gateways in the level-1 region. The operation of a level-1 

Routing Server will, therefore, be described first &nd then the operation of other 

Routing Servers will be described. 
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Also, note that the operations that are described;8fei•tually re"8lec.i,over and over 

again. The frequency of the repetitions shoutctbe·trigh ei'ldi:i(il'fsO:that Changes get 

noticed fairly quickly but the frequency should not be so .,high· that the Routing 

Service gets stowed down unduly by just this plittef".ffs ~lbility. 

3.4.2.1 The operation of a level-1 Routing Server 

Assume that when a level-1 R~uting Server first begins operation, it knows absolutely 
, , 

nothing about the topology of the network. rt Will 6nly be' ·,,.~uirect that the Routing 

Server should know that it is level-1 and also to know 'the unitjue identifier of the 

region that it will serve10• Now, it is known that the node ori'\v'klch the Routing Server 

runs is attached to a point in th8 Same level-1 region1 t; The ·id~ is that the Routing 

Server should find out first about the nodes and'gatewa1$ on the sub~et on which It 

exists and then expand Its knowledge to nodeS'and 'gateways' ·1n nefghboring subnets 

until the boundary Qf the level-1 region rs finariyreached. 

Therefore, to begin with, the Routing Sarver sef'ldii out a What-is-yo1,1r-descriptor? 
~ ... : '. ~ . • . 1 •. -

packet on its subnetwork directed· to all the nodes there. This is done by putting the 

common address for nodes in the local transi>ort address field of the What-is-your

descriptor? packet. NeXt, the Rooting Server sends out ·a What~is-your-descriptor? 

packet to all the gateways on its subnet. ·The replies that the Routing Server gets 

back from nodes and gateways give it information on all the nodes and gateways on 

the subnet (except those that are dow~·femporanfY~. ·· 

The gateway descriptor that the Routing 8ervet· fttteives0 will• Inform it ·of other 

subnets in the region that it has not explored yet. Using remote broadcasts, the 

101n fact, the Routing ~er need oot even know this unique Identifier. It can get a unique identifier 
from some network-wide unique identifier dispenSing service or some such means before proceeding. 

11 Assumption made eartier. 

12There is no need to despair, however. Information on these will get collected in later iterations of 
this algorithm. 
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Routing Server will put What-is-you1-descrlptor1 messages for both gateways and 

nodes on aU subnets that it has notex-pl<>Nd'yet• A;ainiJnfotmafion frOm nodes and 

gateways is collected and or_gaaized,ap~. 'MJ'8f)ltes trom,,fpdeWaya come 

in,·DteRouting.Servet!91**to~• ..... 8'•$---,••lwas'Aot 
aware of before. All such subnets are then explored until no more subnets are left 

unexplored. 

It should be noted that there maybe several· ways in Which ·a eebnet may be revealed 

to the Routing Server (i.e., through different chaitls Of g&MWeysJ; HoWever, a single 

subnet needs to be explored just onee:f'lroogh remote bri:>adcas\ing What-is-your

descriptor? messages (for nodes and gateways) on it. D~g: ttiat each· subnet 

is explored just once is a ~·,ofthe Routing; SeMJr-and it is posSfbfe 

because each local network has a unique identifier that is p8t1 ·of-the descriptors of 

gateways that are connected to the subnet. 

Another important observation concerns gateways. that tte on the boundary of the 

region and that are connected to several subnet& Clearly; on& Of the subnets to 

which such a gateway is connected lies within 1he levei-1 region (because the 

Routing Server became aware of 'the gateway through at>roadcast on some subnet). 

Also, for the gateway to be on the boundary, one of the other subnets must be In 

another level-1 region (i.e., the gateway must be fevel-1 betwee1Hheae two subnets). 

The important thing is that the other subnets may· be etther:withtn the levef-1 region of 

the Routing Server in question_ or they may be outof It. ff they are within the region, 

they must be explored (unless they have already been explored). The point is that a 

gateway may be on the edge of a region and yet some .of the-subnets that it leads to 

may be within the region and these should be explored as usual. 

Also, note that it has not yet been described how the iofomiatioo coUected from 

nodes and gateways is organized. The purpo8:8 of describing the topology-finding 

algorithm is only to convince the reader that the topology can be found (and 

efficiently). 
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The next thing that will be described is th~ operation of a level-.i Routing Server, 

where i > 1. As explained earlier, the differences in the algorithms are due to the fact 

that this Routing SerVer will get the topology information from Routing Servers below 

it and not directly fr.om nodes and gateways below it in the hierarchical configuration. 

3.4.2.2 The operation of a level-I Routing Server 

Just like a Routing $efver" level-1, a Routiflg Server level·i has no knowledge of the 

topology when it first begins operation. AU. It knows is tt* it is a level-i Routing 

Server and that it knows the unique identifier of the regiw. The idea here is to 

contact an the Routing Servers of level·(i - 1) below the leVEtl;.1 Reutmg Server in the 

hierarchy and to gather infonnation from .~ about the gateways of level·(i - 1) at 

the edge of their regions. 

To do this, the Routing Server of level-i must first contact the Routing Server of level· 

(i - 1) in whose region it lies. This is done by first getting to the Routing Server level-1 

{in whose region it lies) and working up to the Routing Server level-(i- 1). This, in 

tum, is done by first sending a Whal../s-your-descciptol'l packet toall .the gateways on 

the subnet on which the Routing Server level·i is located. Any, one of the gateway 

descriptors received In reply will give the ~i Routing· Server the route to Routing 

Server level-1 8fld the unique ldentifter of the· level-1 regiona Next, . the Routing 

Server level-i sen~ an l-would-like-to-get-inlormatlon-on~outlng-8erver level-(i - 1) 

message to the level-1 Routing Server13• The route to the Routing server level·2 is 

then computed by concatenating the route to th~ level· 1 Routing Server with the 

route from the level· 1 Routing Server to the Routing Server level-2. An 1-woulcJ,.Hke· 

to-g~t-information-on-Routing Server level-Ii - 1} is then sent to the level.-2 Routing 

Server and so on until finally the route to the levet-(1-1) Routing Server Is found. It 

should be noted that short-cuts can be taken if some Routing Server in the chain up 

13As will be seen later, a level-s Routing Server sends to each level-(s-1) Routing Server below it the 
route from tho level-(s - 1) Routing Server to itself as part of Its topology-finding algorithm. Therefore, 
the level-1 Routing Server is expected to have the route from it to the level·2 Routing Server above it. 
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from the level-1 Routing. Server to the levef.(i: ~ 3) Routing Server knows of more than 

one Routing Server above it. (This was explained ,,1fl the 1-would-lik.e.:.to-get-

infotmation-on Routing Server level.ii message,), · :i· 

This route that the Routing Server levef-i now knows to reach Routing Server levef-(i 

-.1) may not be the best route becauseJt;Wilt(go bysevenil'other-'Routfng Servers 

along the sequence from Rooting Server level~11 to.R&uting Server level-(i -2). To get 

a good route, the Routing Server level~i sends a4'11tld.-is•the-roote-from .. me-to·you? 

message to the Routing Server levet~(i -1). Using this route the Routing.Server levet

i then sends a Hsre-is-the-route-to-Roating Server-above-you message to Routing 

Server levef-(i -1) and it alsa sends a Give-me--descriprors-ot..gateways-at-the-edge

of-your-region message to the same Routing ServerJevel11·!'" 1 ). 

Now, the Routing· Server level-i can, by inspection, of. the gateway descriptors 

received from Routing Server level-(i - 1 ), find ou.t th~,rou.te$J~ t.h(:l Routing Servers 
. ;_ . - . ..~' ·~: 

of ~he level-(i - 1) regions lying beyond the J~vel~(i - 1) r~lcm to which the level-i 
' . . . . . . - . . . 

Routing Server belongs but lying within the level-i region being com~idered. This is 

done as follows. Each gateway on the boundary of the level-(i - 1) region to which 

the:tevel-i Routing Server belongs will have :routes::tcr,the Routing Servers levet-(i - 1) 

lying beyond it. To get the route to any of those level,fi 1
- 1) Routing Servers, the 

Routing Server level-i has to merely concatenate the route from itself to the gateway 

with the route from the gateway t<;> the other level·(i-1) RouUng Server. 

Using these routes to other levef-(i - 1) Routing Servers (within the level-i region), the 

le~l-i Routing Server can send Here-is-the·route-to-Routing.Server•above-you and 

Give-me-descriptors-of-gateways-at-the-edge-of-your-regiOn' message to the level•(! 

- 1) Routing Servers. This can then be repeated for each leveHi - 1) ragion that lies 

in the level-i region unti_I all of the level-(i - 1) regions in the level-i regions have been 

explored. 

Again, the details of organizing the topology data will not be described now. For 
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present purposes, theclaim is made that thelewtf·iRouttng,Servef,will, at the end of 

the topology finding operation described above~ :f<now about: the .connections of the 

level-{i - 1) regions in the level-i regions and tt will know the descriptors of the level-{i 

- 1) gateways that connect the level-{i - 1) regions. 

The way the algorithm has been described so far, a level-i Routing Server will get 

information from a level-{i -1) Routing Server belowitionty wherl the levet-i Routing 

Server sencls ·a Give-me"lle$Ctiptors-ot-oQteway.s-at.-the-edge-ot-rour-region 

message. However, it.might be usefut to provide a teatute whereby a leve(..(i - 1) 

Routing Server could bAng to the attention of the JevaM--~ing Sarver above it any 

changes that might have occurred in the. level-{i •-1) region-~he -last update that 

was sent to the level-i Routing Server 14• ln fact, one 08f1,IQ1even further and make a 

level-{i - 1) Routing Server always report to the level-i Routing Server immediately 

after an iteration of its topolC>gy-finding operation. These changes can be reparted to 
the level-i Routing Ser\,ertn the fOrtti of a reply tel a Give~mei(/'estit1prots-ot-gat1Jways
at-the-edge-of-your-111gion message .'(even ttioUgr., tn fact, t'IO 8Jch· message may 
have been sent). 

This is the end of the crude description of the topology-finding algorithm. The rest of 

this section gives a detailed de&cription·of1healgorithm. 

3.4.3 The full algorithm for finding the topology of the network. 

· First, the algorithm that a lev8l-1 Routing ,Server tlS8$ :for topology-finding and an 

informal explanation. about how it works i$ given. This is, followed by a simHar 

description for the algorithm that. a level-i RQuting.Server ueee for topolQgy-findlng 

and by an informal argument for its correctneaa. 

14Note that we are only referring to changes in the level-(i - 1) region that the level-i Routirig Server is 
interested in. 
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3.4.3.1 The level-1 topology-finding alg~rithm 

The algorithm that will be described uses four different lists and a queue. All the lists 

and the queue start out empty for each iteration of the topology-finding algorithm. 

The lists are: 

1. List of node descriptors 

2. List of gateway descriptors 

3. List of gateways on the boundary of the region: This list only contains the 
unique identifiers of the gateways on the boundary. 

4. List of local net descriptors: A local net descriptor will consist of the 
fallowing two items: 

a. The unique identifier of the local net in question. 

b. The unique identifiers of the gateways on the local net. 

The queue that the algorithm uses will be called the exploration queue. Each item on 

the queue will consist of the unique identifier of some local net and also the route to 

the local net from the Routing Server. 

The topology-finding algorithm is given below. 

1. Put the local net to which the Routing Server is connected on the 
exploration queue. 

For each local net on the exploration queue do: 

2. Send a What-is-your-descriptor? message tO all the gateways on the 
local net. Use the remote broadcast feature with "gateways" in the 
"destination"· field and the contents of a regular What-is-your
descriptor? message in the "packet" field of the remote broadcast 
message. Send the remote broadcast message to the last gateway on 
the path to the local net with an appropriate "local network address of 
subnet" field. 

3. Send a What-is-your-descriptor? message to all the nodes on the local 
net by using the remote broadcast feature. 
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4. For each reply from 2 do: 

a. Check to see if the gateway descAptor contains the following 
infonnation: · 

- the unique identifier of the gateway 

- the unique identifiers of the local networks to which the 
gateway is connected 

- the route to the Routing Server 

If the unique identifier of the IOcal net- (currently being explored), 
as contained in the descriptor, is different from the unique 
identifier ot the toalt net In the ·deacriptor of the last gateway on 
the path of the remote broadcast sent in ster> 2, then do the 
following. Check the exploration queue to see if it coQtains an 
entry correspondi'ng to·a tocat·net wtth'the unique identifier·that 
the present gateway descriptor contains. If there is such an entry, 
remove it from·the exploration queue. · · 

If any of the above pieces of information that are otlecked for in the 
gateway descriptor are incorrect or missing, send a Fill-in-your
descriptor message to the gateway to change the descriptor 
suitably. 

b. Add this new updated gateway descriptor. to the list of gateway 
descriptors for the region. If a descriptor for this gateway already 
exists in the list, then it is replaced by this new descriptor. 

c. If the gateway happens to be level-1 between the present local net 
and some other local net to which jt is connected, then add it to the 
list of gateways on the boundary of this level· 1 region. 

d. Add the local nets to which the gateway leads and that lie within. 
the same level-1 region to the end of~ exploration queue (unless 
the local nets in question are already in.the queiJe or.unless there 
is an entry for the ~net in the list of local net descriptors). 

end of do 

5. For each reoly kom 3 do: 

a. Check_ the node descriptor to see if it has the following pieces of 
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information: 

- the unique identifier of the node 

- the unique.identifier of the loca,I ~ being,,explqred 
• ' < • 

If either piece of intonnation is misSJng1J, !hen'send a Fill·in-your
descriptor message tothenode to COlt\lpletft it. 16 

b. Add this new updated node descriptor to the fist of node 
descriptors for the region. If it is already there, just replace the old 
descriptor with the new one. 

end of do 

6. Complete the local net descriptor for the local net just .explored and add 
it to the list of local net descriptors for the region. 

end of do 

7. Send a reply to a Give-me-descriptors-of-gateways-at-the-edge-of-your
region message to theRouting Server above Utisooe .. (although.no such 
message may have been sent by the higher le~I Routing Server). 

3.4.3.2 How does the level-1 ~opology-finding algorithm work? 

No formal proof for the correctness of the algorithm win be given. However, some 

less-than-obvious properties of the algorithm will be clarifi~. 

The . exploration queue is used to store leads to local nets that have not been 

explored yet. The most important property of the exploration queue is that it 

promotes a breadth-first search of the level-1 region as opposed to a depth-first 

search (if depth is defined in. terms of number of hops). This ensures that the local 

151t might seem a little exotic to get a unique identifier for a node but this facility is provided to take 
care of the rare circumstance when a node doeS not ha1te it8 own unique fddntifier due to some reason. 
Normally, every node is expected to come with its own unique identifier. 

16The unique identifier for the local net that is given to the node is the same as the unique identifier 
that the gateway descriptors were given for this local net. 
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net zero hops away from the Routing Serv~r (i.e., the local net Of! which the Route 

Server resides) is searched first. Next, all local nets one hQp.away are searched and 

then all local nets two hops away, and so on 17. Therefore, the path that is used first 

to get to a local net ts the minimum-hop path from -the Route Server. This is the " 

reason why the route from :gateways to th& Rci>tl!lte. :Server· is put .in the gateway 

descriptors as the local net 1S ·being explored'.~ tt is· ~~ry to wait for the 

completion of the algorithm to find the shortest hop path from each gateway to the 

Route Server. 

An attempt has been made in the algorithm to explore all local nets only'. once. This is 

the reason why a local net is not put in the exploration queue if It is already 

somewhere in the queue or if It is In the list of tocai net ~tors. However, this 

property may not always be true and sometimes a local net may be explored more 

than once if care is not exercised. Consider the case of a local net-that does not 

have a uniqLte identifier yet. Also, assume ttiat #le local net is connected by 

gateways to two of the local nets that are about to be ex.plOted~· Since the gateways 

that lead to the local net in question win not have a unique identifier for it, the Routing 

Server will ~t unique identifiers for the local net for each of the gateway descriptors 

not knowing that it is for the same local net.· Since the un1f4ue 1dentifiers are different, 

the local net will be placed on the exploration Q"8Ue twice. The algorithm ts. 
however, smart enough to recover from this situation. WhQn .the local net is first 

explored through one of. the gateways that leads to it, the Routing Server will notice 

. that some other gateway has an inconsistent unique kientifier-for ttie same local net. 

The exploration queue IS scanned to check if there lsan entfV;wlfl .. the inconsistent 

unique identifier. ·rt there is, then ills removed: from the ~:queue. Also, the 

gateway descriptor for the P,teW&y with- the tneensistent' untque identifier is 

corrected accordingly, as usual. 

There is another question that is worth dwelling on for a UWe while .. Is the topology 

171n this context, "all local nets" refers to all local nets that lie in the level-1 region being considered. 
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information really complete? The claim is that the topology data is complete. The 

reason-to put it very intuitively-is that every lead to a local net is pursued (if it lies 

within the same level-1 region) and, therefore, each local net in the region is 

explored. Also, since all node descriptors and gateway descriptors on each local net 

are collected, complete topology information for the level-1 region exists. 

3.4.3.3 The level-i topology-finding algorithm 

The topology-finding algorithm of a level-i Routing Server (where i > 1) uses three 

different lists and a queue. All the lists in the queue start out empty for each iteration 

of the topology-finding algorithm. The lists are: 

1. List of gateway descriptors: The gateways in the list are all the gateways 
at the edges of the various level-(i -1) regions in the level-i region. 

2. List of gateways on the boundary of the level-i region. 

3. List of level-{; - 1) region descriptors: A level-(i - 1) region descriptor 
consists of the following three items: 

- The unique identifier of the level-(i -1) region . 

. The unique identifiers of the gateways on the boundary of the 
level-(i-1) region. 

- The route to the Routing Server of the region. 

The queue that the algorithm uses will be called the exploration queue. Each item on 

the queue will consist of the unique identifier of some level-(i - 1) region and the 

route to the Routing Server of the level-(i - 1) region. 

The topology-findin.g algorithm is given below. 

1. If the route to the·ievel-{i -1) Routing Server is known, then go to step 8,_ 
else go to step 2. 

2. Send a What-is-your-descriptor? message to all the gateways on the 
local net to which the Routing Server is connected by putting the the 
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common local transport address for gateways in the local transport 
address field of the packet. 

3. Send an I-would-like-to-get-information-on-Routing Server level-{; - 1) 
message to the level-1 Routing Server; (The route to the tevel-1 Routing 
Server is picked out from any of the gateway descriptors received as 
replies to 2.) 

4. Check to see if the reply to step 3 contains information on the route to 
the level-(i -1) Routing Server18• If it does then the route to the level-(1 -
1) Routing Server from the level-i Routing Server is constructed by 
concatenating the route from the leveM Routing Server to the level•1 
Routing Server with the route from the level-1 Routing Server to the 
level-(i-1) Routing Server. Now, go to step 8. 

On the other hand, if the highest level that the level-1 Routing Server 
knows about = j < (i -1), then construct the route to the tevel-j Routing 
Server from the level-I Routing Server. 

5. Send an I-would-like-to-get-information-on-Routing Server level-{; - 1) 
message to the level-j Routing Server. 

6. Check to see if_ the reply to 3 contains information on the route to the 
level-(1 - 1) Routing Se~r. If it does then the route to the level-(i - 1) 
Routing Server from the level-I Routing Server is constructed by 
concatenating the route from the leveJ-i R~_tiog Server to the Jevel-j 
Routing Server With the ro~te from the level-fRouting Server to the level
{i - 1) Routing Server. Now, go to step 8. 

. 
Otherwise, construct the route to the highest level Routing Server 
{known to the level-j Routing Server) and make j = the level of this 
Routing Server. Now, go to step 7. 

7. Send a What-is-the-route-from-me-to-you? message to the level-(1 - 1) 
Routing Seiver. (Note that the hlerarchicat address to the sender has to 
be included in a What-is-the-route-from-me-to-you? message. The level-I 
Routing Server k~ws the unique identifiers of the regions in which it 

18
A level-s Routing Server will always know the route from it to the level-(s+ 1) Routing Server after 

- the level-(s+ 1) Routing Server goes through the topology-finding algorithm. See step 11 to flnd out the 
reason. 
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resides from tevel-0 to level-Ci - 1) 19. Only the information corresponding 
to these fields is put in the hierarchieal address (ofille tevet-i Routing 
Server) that is placed in the What-is-the-route-from-me-to-you? message. 

a. Put the level-Ci - 1) region in which ·the level~i ·~region ties on the 
exploration queue. 

For each level-U - 1 l region on the exploration gyeue do: 

9. Send a Give-me-descriptors-of-gateways-at-the-edge-of-your-region 
message to the Routing Server of the level-(i -1)region. If this does not 
work for some reason; then go to Step 1. · 

1 o. For each Qatewav clescriotor in the reply to 9 do: 

a. Check to see if the gateway descriptor contains information on the 
unique identifier of the level-i region and the route to the level-I 
Routing Server. 

If the unique identifier pf the level-(i - 1) region (currently being 
explored), as contained in the desCtiptor, is dl~t from the 
unique identifier of the region, as contmned in'tne entry for the 
level-(i - 1) region in the exploration queue, then do the following. 
qheck the exploration queue to see if it contains an entry 
corresponding to a level-(i - 1) region with the unique identifier 
that the present gateway de$cl;iptor cootains. U there is such an 
entry, remove it from the exploration queue. 

If any of the pieces of information checked for above is missing or 
incorrect, send a Fill-in-your-descriptor message to the gateway to 
update that information. 

b. Add this new updated gateway descriptor to the list of gateway 
descriptors for the region. If a descriptor for the gateway already 
exists in the list, then it is reptaeed by this neW desctfptor. 

c. If the gateway happens to be level-I between the present level-(i -
1) region and some other level-(i - 1) region ·to which It is 

191t gets this information from the reply to 2 and the replies to the 1-would-like-to-get-intormation-on
Routing Server level-{i-1) messages that it sends out. 
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connected., then add it to the list of gateways, on the bQt,andary of 
thislevel-iregion. 

d. Add the le~l-(i - 1) regions, which the gateway leads to and which 
lie within the level-i region, to the end of the exploration queue 
(unless the level·(i - 1) regionsjn QU.EtStion are air~ inJhe queue 
or unless there is an entry for the level-(i - 1) regfun,Jn the list of 
level-(i - 1) region descriptors). · · · 

end of do 

11. Send a Here-is-the-route-to-Routing Serv.er·{tbove-.rou .~ to the 
level-(i - 1) Routing Server with the relevlU,lt ":'fomJ8tion. 

12. Complete the region cJescriptor for the level·(i - 1) r,gj~ just explored 
and add it to the list of level-ft - 1) regk>n descriPIOrS for the level-I 
region. 

end of do 

13. Send a reply·to a Give-me-d66crip10r11-0l-gat.•a~l-#l!A..edge-of-your
region mesuge>to the Routing SeNer,ab\EMt,U.. ~-i Routing Server 
(although no such reqWilt·mav have ~~.from tha~ le.Vel Routing 
Server). 

3.4.3.4·How does the level-I topolegy•ttndlnealtOrltlHn work? 

There are only a few differences between the topology-finding algorithm for a level-I 

(i > 1) Routing Server and the topptogy.fhiding aiQOnthm ~a·tev9f-t "outing Server. 
- / ~ " , 

Essentially, a level-(i - 1) region is treated Just like a loQal.,.. was treated before. 

There are two important diff81"8f1C8S, however. 

The first difference is- that the gateway,~ lor a.~ level region are not 

collected by using remote broadcasts (as · before) but by sending a Gi11e-me

descriptors-of-gateways-at-the-edge-ol-ypµr-rt1~lon . rr.-llQe to ltle lower level 

Routing Server. 

A second difference lies in the fact that now the level-I Routing Server has to find a 
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route to the Routing Server for the levef ·(I - 1) region, in which It resides, before any 

topology information can be cotlected. This is done by getting the route to the tevef-1 

Routing Server from a gateway on the S8rM k)(:aLttet and lhen by sending a series of 

l-would.-Uke-to-gftt .. inforrm.ifiofl"'on4ttlUtlil(1 ~-11Nei..11:.w',.#•ib~ 'lo·~ 

and higher level Routing Servers until the route to the levef.(i .,..-,t}; Roating server Is 

found. An optimization that allows the level-i Routing Server to avoid contacting all 
. . . 

Routing Servers in the sequence from the level-1 Routing Server up to the level-(i - 2) 

Routing Server is tucked in. 

Apart from these two major differences, this algorithm is basically the same as the 

one for the level-1 Routing Server. Hence, the same correctness arguments apply; 

3.5 Computing routes in the campus-wide network 

It was mentioned in Sec. 3.3 that it is advantageous '.to use shortest hop paths in the 

campus-wide environment. The Routing Service will, therefore, attempt to convert its 

topology information into an equivalent graph and then apply a shortest hop . 

algorithm to fln9 shortest hop paths. Inventing shortest hop path algorithms Is not 

the subject of this thesis; there are plenty available already. The shortest hop 

algorithm described here is simpler than sevarar wett~known shortest path atgorithms 

that compute shortest paths in grapbs with directed or variable-cost edges. For 

example, Dijkstra's algorithm (1, 2, 8, 16, 5] finds shortest paths in a directed graph 

with . no negative-cost (but variable) edges. The simplicity of the shortest hop 

algorithm, which the Routing Service wiH use, ari$eS from the -fact that in this case all 

paths are bi-directional and all hops are treated equivarently (i.e., no variable costs 

are assigned to hops). 

As mentioned before, the Routing Service has first to convert its topology information 

into an equivalent graph before applying its shortest hqp algorithm. A level-i (where i 

is 1 or greater) Routing Server will treat each of the leVef-(i - 1) regions In its territory 

as a node in the graph. Furthermore, each llnk betWe&n any tWo level-(i -1) regions 
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will be treated as an edge in the graph. T~erefore, one gateway _in the region can 

correspond to more than one edge in the graph. °For example, jf a gateway connects 

three level·(i - 1) reg.ions, then each level·(i - 1) region wiff correspond to a node in 

the graph Wld the gateway wiU correspond to three ,edges- one between· each pair 

of nodes in the graph. 

After constructing the graph for its region, a level•i Routing Server will apply a 

shortest hop. algorithm to find shortest hOp paths between all pairs of nodes in the 

graph. This, in turn, is done by first constructing shortest hop paths from one node 

to au other nodes in the graph and then· repeating tbe ~algorithm for each other 

node. The algorithm that finds 8hortest hop paths from one node to all other nodes is 

described below. It essentially does a breadth-first search of the graph starting from 

some source node and outputs the shortest hop routes (as well as the number of 

hops in the routes) from the source node to.thi:iother nodes as it does the search. 

The shortest hop algorithm will use a AFO queue. 

The shortest hop algorithm 

1. Enqueue each edge from the edge list of the starting_ node, with # of 
hops = · ~ and path to the node set as this edge. 

2. Dequeue first edge. Output node wJth its associatectpath and # of 
hops. Also, insert the path in the table of shortest hop paths for the 
region. 

3. For the node in the. previous step, check its edge list. For t:ta. ch node in 
the edge list,· do the following. rt the node fn the ecige;tist has atready 
been output, then do nothing. If, on the ·other hn, .. the ~-has not 
been output yet, then enqueue it with # of hops equal to oqe plus the # 
of hops output in the last step. Also, the path to the node Should be set 
to the path output in the 18$1 step with this last edge added'on ·at the end. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 till the queue is empty. 

The algorithm described above only finds shortest paths from. one node to all the 

other nodes. The algorithm can be repeated # noctes times to find shortest hop 
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paths between all pairs of nodes. 

The algorithm described so far has one flaw. If one edge is deleted, the whole 

algorithm has to be repeated all over again: A complete repeat can be avoided by 

finding a path between the nodes on the two sides of the deleted edge20
. This path 

can then be spliced into any path in place of the deleted edge. The resulting path 

may not be a shortest hop path but the path will serve as a temporary measure until 

shortest hop paths are computed again between all pairs of nodes. In fact, the same 

principle can be used to find paths that do not go through certain specified nodes or 

edges even if they may not have been deleted. In terms of the ca~pus-wide network, 

the previous technique is applicable to finding routes that avoid certain regions or 

gateways. The technique will be used to implement user control of paths and to . 
respond to faults in the network as will be seen later. 

3.6 Answering queries about routes 

This section is organized as follows. A description will be given first of the 

specification of hierarchical addresses. Next, some special features that are 

necessary for users to ask the the Routing Service for routing information will be 

explained. A description of the exact procedure to be employed by both users and 

the Routing Service to process queries for routing information will follow. 

3.6.1 Specification of hierarchical addresses 

A great deal of flexibility has been provided in the way names of attachment points 

can be specified. As explained before, these names are hierarchical. 

201n fact, the algorithm described above can be used to do this if the source node is set to one of the 
nodes on either side of the edge. There is another reasonable approach to this problem. It is possible to 
use shortest path algorithms that require only an incremental calculation rather than a complete 
recalc.:ulation of all shortest path routes for a single change in network topology, e.g. the new ARPANET 
routing algorithm [ 12] 
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For a network of level-n, a completely specified h~archical address for an 

attachment point would look as follows: 

UID /UtD / .. ./UID /UID /LTA, 
· (n-1) (n- 2) 1 O 

where UID is the unique identifier of the level-(n - 1) region in which the 
(n - 1) 

attachment point lies, UID is the unique identifier of the level-(n - 2) region in 
(n - 2) . 

which it lies and so. on. Similarly, UID 
0

, is the unique Jdentifier of the level-0 ,region 

(i.e., the local network} in which it lies, and. LT A Ja tt.le local transport address of the 

attachment point on the local network. 

However, a hierarchical address need not be completely specified as shown above. 

A hierarchical address may have an implicit prefix:· A,~ implicit prefix can be used if 

the higher level fields that are left out corresp0nd to the higher level regions to which 
.;: ( ''1 . ' 

the. originator of the query belon_gs. For example, a hierarchical address might look 

as follows: 

UID /UIO / .. ./UlD /UfD /LTA, 
I (i -1) 1 0 

where i is less than (n-1). 

There is another variation on hierarchical addresaes. A hierarohical address may 

have omitted components. This is used when tbe,unicfue identifiers of some regions 

are not known.. Thoee ·fields that aFe ooknowft may: be ~ ft· is not allowed to 

omit the highest level field of the hierarchical address after an impl#cit prefix. An 

. example of a hierarchical address with om;tf~ J;Qm~'!:6r'l~ zi8 -~.follows: 
UID /UID / /UID / .. ./ /UID /L TA. 

i (i-1) (h ... 3) 0 

In the example shown above, the untque identlfier8 of: the levef.(n - 3) and level-1 

regions were not known and they were omitted. In fact, the example shown above 

illustrates another feature; it is possible that a hierarchical address may have an 

implicit prefix and omitted components at Iha same time. 
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3.6.2 Some special features required f~r answering queries 

There are essentially two special messages required. The format for their description 

is the same as before. 

1. What-is-the-route-to-the-Routing Service? message: 

T o-gateway(What-is-the-route-to-the-Routi ng Service?) 

From-gateway(What-is-the-route-to:the-Routing Service?, route, unique 
identifier of the local network) 

The route that is returned in the reply is the route to the level-1 Routing 
Server. 

2. What-is-the-route-from-the-source-to-the-destination? message: 

To- Routing Server(What -is-the-route-from-the-source-to-the· 
destination?, hierarchical address of source, hierarchical address of 
destination, unique identifier of destination) 

From- Routing Server(What-is-the-route-from-the-source-to-the
destination?, status of query, route, actual hierarchical address of 
destination) 

The hierarchical address of the source must be specified up to the level-
0 address only (i.e., only the local net field and the LT A field need to be 
filled in). 

The "status of query" field can say any of the following things: "Route 
found". "No such destination found" 1 or "No path to destination found". 
Each possibility for the "status of query" field is self-explanatory. If a 
route is found, then it is sent back in the "roL:tte" field of the reply. Also, 
if the message to the Routing Server contains omitted components, and 
the exact address (of the destination) is discovered by the Routing 
Server, then "it is returned in the "actual hierarchical address of the 
destination" field of the reply. 

At this point, it is reasonable to ask if it is plausible for a source node to 
know the hierarchical address of the destination node. It is definitely not 
plausible for each node to find the hierarchical f!ddress of all other nodes 
by itself. However, it is possible for a source node to ask some node 
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name location service in the network ·to map a destination node name21 

into the hierarchical addresses of the attachment points to which the 
destination node is conn89ted. 

3.6.3 How are routes looked up? 

To begin with, assume that a hierarchical address may have-an implicit prefix butit 

may not contain any omitted fields. 

To make a routing query, a node must first know the route to the level-1 Routing 

Server. This is accomplished by sending a What-is-the-route-to-ttie-Routing Service? 

message to the gateways on ·the local net of the node22. The route that is sent back 

by the gateways is the route from any node on the local net to the level-1 Routing . 
Server. (This information is retrieved by the-gateway from i~ descriptor). Another 

piece of information that ts sent back is the unique identifier of the focal net. This 

information is required by the node when it makes a request to the Routing Server. 

(The node may already have this Information as part of its node descriptor if it has 

been there long enough for the Routing Service to have updated the descriptor.) 

The next thing that the node should do is send a What-is-the-route-from-the-source

to-the-destination? message to the level-1 Routing Server. The only fields required in 

the hierarchical address of the source are the unique identifier of the local net and 

the LT A of the attachment point. 

·On receiving the request, the levet-1 Routing Server ohecks the level-1 unique 

identifier field of the destination hierarchical address. 1f the unique identifier Is ~he 

same as the unique identifier of the leveJ.1 region of the Routing Server, then the 

Routing Server looks up its routing tables to find the route from th& source to the 

21 This node name need not be the unique identifier that has been referred to before. 

22This is done by putting all zeros (the common address for gateways) in the local transport address 
field of the message. 
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destination. Three possibiHties exist-a route is found to the destination, no such 

destination is found, or no route is found to the deStination fl the destination Is found 

to exist but no paths lead to it due to temporarily brol<en · gateways or subnets). 

Depending on the above three cases, the •i.status of query" •field <>f the reply to the 

What-is-the-route-from-the•source-to-the-des#nation? mess&l8 is appro_,riately fitted 

in. If a route is found, then it Is sent back irt the reply. The field that contains the 

actual destination address may be left blank tor now. 

When the Routing Server checks the tevel-1 field of the destination address, it is 

possible that the level-1 field may not corresppnd to the level~ 1 region of the Routing 

Server. In this case, the Routing Server checks higher level fields to see if they 

correspond to the unique identifiers of any higher level t:touting Server that it has 

information on23
• For the first such field, as the Routing Sewer $Cans from the lower 

level fields up to the higher level ones, the RoutinQ s.ver does the following: 

Suppose that the field in question is the leveJ-j field. It was explained before that if 

the level-1 Routing Server has information on the Jevel-J Routing.~ above it, then 

it also has information on all the levels of Routing Servers between it and the level-j . 

Routing Server. The level-1 Routing Server wiR now $end a What-is-the-route-from

the-source-to-the-destination? rT!essage to the level-j Routing Server after filling in 

the hierarchical address of the s6urce up to theievet-jfield. 

The response of the level-j Routing .Server to a What-.is-the·route4rom-the-source-to

the-destination? message is d~scribed next. The Routing Server .will check to see if 

the level-j field of the destination address matches the unique identifier of its level-j 

region. Since the two match in this case, the Routing Server knows that both the 

source and the destination lie in its level-j region and that there is no need to send the 

message any further up the hierarchy. 

~aving information on Routing Servers is understood, in this cont&xt, as knowing the unique 
identifier and the route to the Routing Server. 
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The level-j Routing Server looks up its routing tables to find therou~e from the level-(j 

- 1) region in which the source lies to the ltwel-(j - 1) region in which the destination 

lies. Consider the ex8mp1e in Ag. 3-4 of a level-i region. Assume that the source lies 

in region F and the destination in region C. One pos&ible route that the level-j Routing 

Server could fmd in its routing tables is from regiQn F to .region D via gateway K and 

then from region D to region C via gateway J. Once the levet-j Route Server decides 

on this route, then it has to send messages down to lower level Routing Servers to 

construct the different pieces of the route. In the present case. the level-j Routing 

Server wilt send what4s-the-route·-trom-the-source'"to-the-destination? messages to 

the level·(j - 1) Routing Server of regiOn F (to find the route from the source to 

gateway K), to the level·(i - 1) Routing Server ot region D (to find the route from 

gateway K to gateway J), and to the level-(j - 1) Routing Server of region C to find the 

route from gateway J to the destination. After the replies from the Routing Servers of 

regions F,D, and Care received they wilt be concatenated in the right order to 

produce the complete route. Note that ff O - 1) > 1 (te., fevel·O -1} is not the same as 

leveJ-1) then the Routing Servers of_ regions F,D, and c· wiff have to send ·further 

What-is-the-route-from-tt,e•source-to-the-de$tlnation? messages to lower level 

Routing Severs to find tile routes asked of them. 

After the complete route has been found by the level-i Routing Server, it is sent down 

to the level-1 Routing Server as the reply to the What-is-the-route-I rom-the-source

to-the-destination?·message that was sent by the level-1 Rouflng 8eMH" to the level·J 
Routing Server. The route is, in tum, passed doWn by the level-1 Routing Server to 

the source as a reply to the What-is-the-route-from•the-source-to-the-destination? 

. message that was· sent by the source to the level-1 Routing Server24 . 
. 

The description above relates to what happens if the level-1 Routing Server is able to 

24Note that it is possible to introduce an optimization here. The complete route can be sent down by 
the level-j Routing Server directly to the level-1 Routing Server. The same can be done later for the 

· complete algorithm when there will be several different inlermedillle Routing Servers. through which the 
complete route will pass. However, this optimization will be omitted tor 8a88 of diaet.llllion. 
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recognize some field of the hierarchical address of the destination as corresponding 

to some Routing Server that it has information on. If, however, no such field is 

recognized, then the level-1 Routing Server sends a What-is-the-route-from-the

source-to-the-destination? message to the level-k Routing Server (where k < (i + ·1) 

and is the highest number suc.h that the level-1 Routing Server has information on 

the level-k Routing Server). The level-k Routing Server now does what the level-1 

Routing Server did before (i.e., it scans the hierarchical address of the destination up 

from the level-(k + 1) field to the level-i field and sends a Whst-is-the-route-from-the

source-to-the-destination? message to an appropriate Routing Server above it in the 

hierarchy). The level-k Routing Server· ·Us&s tht\ same algorithm as the level-1 

Routing Server did to decide which level Routing Serv8f to send a What-is-the-route

from-the-source-to-the-destination? message to. 

The algorithm that is used by a level-j Routing..Server to hanc:He f9QU8St$ for routing 

information is given below~ tt essentiaUy puts down in algorithmic form what was 

described above. 

1. On getting ~ What-is-the-route-from-the~ource-to-th&-destination? 

message,. check .!he levei-j field of the destinatkJt\ addrQSS. If tbe level-j 
field does not exiSt (i.e., the destination address waS on,Y $peC1fied up to 
the level-0.- 1) field}',,1then go to step 3, else go to step 2. 

2. Check the level-j field of the ~Mten to see if it matehes with the 
unique identifier of the level-j region. If it does. then go to step 3. If It 
does not, then go to step 5. 

3. Check the level-Ci - 1) field of the destination address to confirm that the 
unique identifier corresponds to the unique identifier of one of the level-0 
-1) regions below it in the hieJ8rchy. If it does not, then compose a reply 
to the What-is-the-route-from..the-source-to-the-destination? message 
(that was received earlier) by putting "NG such destination found." in the 
"status of query" iield and then send. It to the originator of the What-is
the-route-f ram-the-source-to-the-destination? message. 

However, if the level-0 - 1)field corresponds to··the unique identifier of 
one of the level-0 - 1) regions below it, then go to step 4. 
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4. If j = 1, then look up the routing·tables ~find the.route from tt~e source to 
the destination and send it to the originator of the What-is-the-route
f rom-the-sourc.e-to-the-destination? message. 

If j > 1, then find the route. in terms of fevel·(j - 1) interconnections and 
send appropriate What-is..tluHoute-lrom-the-source-to-the-destination? 
messages to lower level Routing Servers. · After receiving all replies, 
concatenate the parts of the routes recetved in - the right order to 
construct the comptet.- route. Send this route to the <>riginator of the 
What-is-the-route-from-the-source-tp-the-destination? message. (If it 
turns out that lower level Routing Servers send back "No such 
destination found" or '!No path to ·destination found-~ in the "status of 
query" field of their replies, then do the same to the reply sent to the 
originatdr of the What-is-the-route-from-the-source-to-the-destination? 
message.) Exit from the algorithm. 

5. Look at the destination address. and find tbe lowest k ) j such that the 
level-k field of the destination address corresponds to the unique 
identifier of the level-k· Routing Senter that It knows abriut. If no such k is 
found, then make k equar to the highest level- of Routing Servers that it 
has information on such that k s; (i + 1 ), where i is the highest level 
specified in the destination address. Send a What-is-the-route-from-the
source-to-the-destination? message·to theteveJ,.k Rooting-Sewer after 
filling in the "actual hierarchical address of destination~· field up to level 
k. Get . the reply to this What-is-the-route-from-the-source-to-the
destination? message and pass it on to the originator of the What-is-the
route-from-the-source-to-the-destinatkin'! m88isage that was sent to the 
level-j Routing Server. Exit from the algorithm. 

Note that the algorithm described above works only if the hierarchical address of the 

destination does not contain any omitted fields. The algorithm for handling routing 

queries when the destination address may contain omitted fields is somewhat 

different from the previous algori_thm. 

Consider the case of a level-j Routing Server that is asked to construct a route from a 

source to a destination when the level-(j - 1) field of the destination address is 

omitted. The level-j Routing Server handles this by sending an appropriate What-is

the-route-from-the-source-to-the-destination? message (to find the route from some 

place in the network to the destination) to each of the leveJ-(j - 1) Routing Servers 
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below it instead of to just one (which is what would happen if the level-(j - 1) field 

were specified). 

One way to look at this Situation is that the Routing Server basically treats this case 

as m different routing requests. where m is the number of Jevel•(j - 1) Routing Servers 

below it (one for each possible level-0 -1) field of the destination address). After all 

the routing servers below it send their replies to the What-ls•the-route-from-the

source-to-the-destination? message, the lev~l-j Routing Server constructs its own 

reply to the What-is·the-route-from-the-source-to-the-destination? message that it 

received. 

If only one of the replies from the level-(j - 1) Routing Ser'Vers sent back a route to the 

destination, then the level·} constructs its repfy just as it would if if had known all 

along that the destination existed in that particular level-0 , - 1) region and if it had 

sent a What-is-the-route-from-the-source-to-the-destination? message to only that 

level-0 -1) Routing server. Observe that due to multi-homing, more than one level·O 

-1) Routing Server may send back a route. In that case. the best (i.e .• the one with 

the shortest hops) Is chosen. · 

Even if no level-0 - 1) Routing Server sends back a route to the destination. one or 

more may say, "No path to destinatiOn found." In this case. any one of them can be 

thought of as the place where the destination exists. The reply to the What-is-the

route-f rom-the-source-to-the-destination? message that the level-j Routing Server 

received earlier will now also say, "No path to destination found." 

If none of the replies sent back either a route or said "No path to destination found", 

then the reply that the level-j Routing Server 8ends back will say, "No such 

destination found" in its "status of query field." 

The modified algorithm for a level-j Routing Server Is presented below: 

1. On getting a What-is-the-route-from-the-source-to-the-destination? 
message, check the level-j field of the destination address. If the level-j 
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field does not exist (i.e., the destination address was on!y specified up to 
the level-(j - 1) field), then go to step 3, etewgo to step·2; . 

2. Check the level-j field. of the destination to see If it matches with the 
unique identifier of the teveH regton. If tt does, then go:fb step 3. If it 
does not or If the field is omitted, then go to steP 8. 

3. Check the level-0 - 1) field of the destination address to confirm that the 
unique identifier corresponds to the unique identifier of one of the level-0 
- 1) regions below It in the hierarchy. lfit dOe8 nd'i thEM compose a reply 
to the What-is-the-route-1-rom-the-source-to-the-destination? message 
(that was received earlier) by pUtting "No such destination found;" in the 
"status of query" field and then send It to the origtriator of the What-is
the-route-from-the-source-to-the-destination? message. 

If the level-0 -1) field corresponds to the unique identifier of one of the 
leveHi - 1) regions befow it, then go to step 4. 

If the level-0-1) field is omitted, then go to step 5. 

4. If j = 1, then look up the routing tabres to find the route from the source 
to the destination and send it to the originator of the What-is-the-route
from-the-source-to.:the-destination? mesaag& · 

If j > 1, then find the route in terms of level-0 - 1) interconnections and 
send appropriate ·. What-is-the-route-from-the-sourcewto-the-destinatlon? 
messages. to lower fevel Rooting Servers. After f!eCeMng all the replies, 
concatenate the parts of the routes recei~ in ttle right order to 
construct the comptete route. $end this routt! to the' originator of the 
What-is-the-route-from-the-source-to-the-destination?· message. (If it 
turns out that lower level Routing ServerS" sent:· back "No such 
destination found" or "No path to cf&.:Jtinat1on found't in the "status of 
query" field of their replies, then do the same to the reply sent to the 
originator of the What-is-the-route-from-thfNmurce-to-the~destinatlon? 
message.) Exit from the algorithm. 

5. If j = 1, then this means that the tevel-0 field or the local net field was 
omitted. The level-1 Routing Server should use the unique identifier of 
the destination to find the local net in which the destination exists and 
then find the appropriate route. 

If j > 1, then treat this case as if there were actually m different reque~ts, 
one for each of the m level-U - 1) Routing Servers below the level-j 
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Routing Server. Therefore, send a Wh!Jt-is-the-route·from-th~-source-to
the-destination? message to each of the I~ -1) Routing Servers. It is 
important that the level-j Routing Server should fill in the level-0 - 1) field 
of each message_ with the unique identifi$" of the region· to which the 
What-is-the-route-trom-the-:souree-to-the~ination?·. message is being 
sent. After receiving all the replies, the levef·i Routing Server should put 
together a reply to the What-is-the-route-trom-the-source-to-the
destination? that it received eanier. 
If one or more of the replies contain. routes to the destination, then select 
the best one (i.e., the one with the lea$! heP8) as the one to be used for 
the· reply to the What-is-the-route-trom-th$-source-to-the-destinalion? 
message that was sent to the level-j Routing; Server $Wiier. 

If none of the replies contain a route to the destination, but one or more 
say "No route to destination found''. then. ·send back the same 
information in the reply to the Whal:-is-the.,oute-trom..fhe-.source-toi.the· 
destination? message that was sent to the level-j Routing Server earlier. 

If none of the replies contain a route to the destination or say "No route 
to destination fOund" (i.e., they all ~ "No such ;-desltioatki>n exists"), 
then send the same information back in the repty,to,the:·What-is-the
route-from-the-source-to-the-destinafion? ·meseege-;ihat ·W. tent to the 
level-j Routing Server earlier. Exit from the algorithm. 

6. Look at the destination address and find the lowest k > l such that the 
level-k field of the destination addre8$ corresponds to the unique 
ider)tifier of the level-k Routing Server that it knows· about.. If no such k is 
found, then make k equal to the highest level of Routing Servers that it 
has informa~on on such that k < (i + 1 ), where i is the highest level 
specified in the destination address. Send a Wllat·iHhe-route..from-the
source-to-the..c:Jestination? message to the level·k Routing Server after 
filHng in the "actual hierarchical address of ~tkm" fietd ·up to level· 
k. Get the reply to this What-is-the-route-frfHftwthe-sourcs .. to-the
destination? message and pass it on to the originator of· the What1"is-the
route-f ram-the-source-to-the-destination? message that was sent to the 
level-j Routing Server. Exif from the algorithm. 
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3. 7 Changing the configuration of the network 

There are essentially five differ~nt types of changes allowed in the configuration of 

the network. They are described below along with the procedures that should. be 

used when they occur. 

1. Adding or taking away a region from the network: Consider the case of a 
level-(i - 1) region that is to be added to a level-i region. Fig. 3-5 shows 
exactly such a ease. 'R' stands for a level-(i - 1) region and 'GW' stands 
for a gateway. As can be seen from the figure, the new level-(i - 1) region 
that is to be added has to be connected to the level-i region through two 
new gateways. To make this change in the configuration, both gateways 
must be given their descriptors. Remember that a gateway descriptor 
need only contain the· following information when the gateway is first 
initialized: the number of local nets that the gateway is connected to, the 
local transport address on each subnet, and the highest lev~I of the 
gateway between each pair of local networks that it is connected to. 

R 

Level-i Region 

,--- --1 

GWG 8 1 

G : 
.1 r-:-1 

GW L:J G : 
_J 

L. - -

Figure 3-5: Adding or taking away a level-(i -1) region 

In the future, when the Routing Servers on either side of the gateway 
execute their topology-finding algorithms, they will notice these 
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gateways and they will change their topology data· base accordingly. 
This will occur after the gateways get their descriptors. 

However, it is not necessary to wait for tne next iteration of the topology-. - . . 

finding algorithm. The gateways can be made to report their presence to 
the Routing Service on their own initiative. Each new g8teWay can send 
a What-is-the-route-tQ-the-Routing Server? message on each local net to 
which It is connected. Through thlS Message it can fim:Hhe route to the 
tevet-1 Routing Server on each side, ancf alSc:Hhe urtique identifier of the 
focal net. The new gateways can then send replies td a What-is-your
descriptor? message to each of the level~ 1 ·iloµtihg !fwvers (although no 
What-is-your-descriptoff messages were· sent _by the Routing Servers). 
When the tevel-1 Routing· Servers receive the ~-ges from the 
gateways, they wtlJ update th"ir data t>aseS·aecordingty ana·semt Fiil-ln
your-descriptor messages to ttie'gatew~ 'if necess&ry; to update their 
descriptors. Next, the fevef-1 Routmg serv. Wfll send replies to Give
me-descriptors:.Ot-gateways-at-the~edge~ot;your.:region mesSages ·to the 
level-2 Routing Servers aboVe them juM ·as-tttey;wotfk:f 'at·the end of an 
iteration of the topology-finding operation. This way the gateways witl 
make their presence known to the level-1 Routing Servers, which will, in 
turn, inform the level-2 Routing Servers and so on. Information on the 
new gateways will, therefore, percolate up the hierarchy of Routing 
Servers. 

If on the other hand, the level-(i -1) region sbown outside the dotted llne 
was actually part of the old level·i region t>ut.is now to be removed from 
it, then the following is ~one. The descrtpt'rs of the gateways are 
changed accordingly and the gateway1 .. · infdi'fl\,,,the . level-1 Routing 
Servers on either side about the.change by ~ing a''-1.y to the What-is
your-descriptor? message. If it turns out that the gateways were only 
being used to connect the level-Ci - 1) regibn to ~"'8t of the level-i 
region and will not be heeded now5 the Q8~¥'''Still have to report to 
the level· 1 Routinfl Servers on either Sldtr~af>out the change. The 
gateway descriptor that is sent to the Routii'CJ Servers will then say that 
the gateway is not connected to any local networks. In fact, this is the 
way any gateway informs ··the Routing Service that it '9 being removed 
from the network. 

2. Splitting up a level-i region into two level-I regions: Consider the 
example illustrated in Fig. 3-6. As shown in t~ figure, two gateways 
presently connect the regions that will later become full-fledged level-i 
regions. 
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Level-i Region · '·. 

1------T~------1 

: G .G~ 8 G: 
I 1:1 I 

: LJ G GW 8 G: 
L ______ J_ ______ _J 

Figure 3~6: Splitting up a level-i regton 

Both the gateways have to be taken down and given new descriptors. 
After that, the gateways can either wait for the next iteration of the 
topology-finding operation of the Routing Service df'.tttey tan inform the 
Routing Service of their presence themselves, as before; 

It is necessary to take down both gateways before giving any of them a 
new descriptor. If this is not done, a peculiar situation can arise. 
Suppose that one of the gateways haS got a new descriptor but the other 
one has not. It is possible that an iterattOh of the topology-finding 

· algorithm may be completed between the times that the two gateway 
descriptors are changed. This wm resutt in the RoutinQ Service getting 
an inconsistent view of the network and it should be avoided. 

3. Increasing one region ans decreasing another: Consider the example 
illustrated in Fig. 3-7. Gateways 'a','b', and •c• areusedlfo interconnect 
the two level-i regions. However, gateway 'a' is the only one connected 
to region 'h'. 

The idea is to increase the level-i region (to the teft) so that it also 
contains the level-(i - 1) region 'h'. At the same time the level-i region to 
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Figure 3-7: Increasing or decreasing a level-i region 

the right should lose the level-(i -1) region 'h'. 

This is done by Ulking down gateway 'a' and all the gateways in the level
i region to the right that ·are connected to region 'h'. Next, all these 
gateway descriptors are updated appropriately. These changes are 
made known to the Routing Service in the same manner as before. 

4. Merging two level-i regions; Consider the example illustrated in Fig. 3-8. 
The idea is to merge the two Jevel-i r~ns shown into one level~i region. . . . ' 

At present, the two level-i regions are jnterconnected ,by exactly three 
gateways: gateway 'a', gateway 'b' and gateway 'c'. 

Here, again, each of the gateways is taken down and given a new 
descriptor to refl~t the change in configuration. The Routing Service is 
informed exactLy as before about the changes. 

5. Removing, adding or modifying a gateway/node: It is possible that a 
gateway may be removed, added, or merely have its descriptor modified 
and yet not change the hierarchical configuration of the network. 
Although this case clearly does not fit in with a list of the basic types of 
changes in configuration, it has been included here because it is 
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Figure 3·8: Merging two level-i regions 

handled in a very similar way. 

Whatever change the gateway undergoes, its descriptor is changed 
accordingly and the new gateway descriptor is reported to the Routing 
Service in "the manner previously described. 

Much like the changes that a gateway can undergo, a node may be 
removed, added, or have its descriptor modified: , The change in the 
node descriptor may be due to the node being connected to a different 

· attachment point in the network. In any event, the node can either wait 
for the Routing Service to collect topology information or it can report 
the changes in its descriptor to its level-1 Routing Server immediately; 
the latter will be done by sending replies to What-is-your-descriptor? 
messages to the level-1 Routing Servers of all the local nets that it is 
connected to-exactly as a gateway would report a change to the 
Routing Service. 

. ' 
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3.8 User control of paths 

The description of the advantages of source routing in Chapter 2 mentioned that in a 

source-routing environment it is possible to choose a route with a specified class-of. 

service standard. It is time to admit now that although that was a theoretical 

possibility, implementation of a C18$S·Of-service feature is a very difficult task. 

To begin with, it is far from easy to collect the class-of -service. information on . . 
gateways and regions. Consider the wide range of properties of paths that users may 

be interested in~rror rate, transport delay, bandwidth, security rating, etc .. To 

measure some of these requires sophisticated procedures and takes us beyond the 

design of a Routing Service. It is for this reason that gateway descriptors and node 

descriptors contain class-of -service information but it has not been described where 

they get their information. The reason that class-of-service was introduced at all in 

gateway and node descriptors. was so that future designers or implementors of a 

Routing Service would have a handle to work with if they decided to incorporate a 

class-of -service feature. 

Not only is it r:iot easy to collect class-of-service information, it is extremely difficult to 

have the Routing Seniice automatically select a path to meet certain class-of-service 

standards. It is relatively easy for the Routing Service to check for certain class-of· 

service properties that each hop in a path should satisfy, e.g. bandwidth. However, 

there is no easy way out ii the class-of -service rating of a path depend~ on some kind 

. of aggregate of the rating for each link in the path. For example, 

The error rate over a path = 1 -(1 - error rate )*(1 -error rate )* ... *(1 - error rate ), 
. 1 2 n 

where error rate. is the error rate (expressed as a fraction of one) of the ith link in a 
I 

path. Similarly, the transPQrt delay of a path is the sum of the transport delays over 

its various parts. As can be seen, the class-of-service rating of a path for various 

properties can be a radically different function of the rating for each different link in 

the path. Also, it is not clear exactly which subset (or superset) of these properties is 
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useful under which circumstances. The Routiqg Service has; therefore, not been 

endowed with the ability to select a path glven some ct•~of-serviee standards 
• • • -. .-· ·' • ',., :· , • - ·'', ": ' - • _· ' J 

(specified by the user). Inst~, a more restrjctEl(I ~~t ~n~al ~¥for the user to 
'~--1 . . . ' . - .'. • ; i~ ,~i~-~~'~ ,~-"~~·-.:,·:.· -·~'.-::<'-.,'. ·, ,, •,, __ . 

exercise control over·-paths has been provided. 1'ere isa 'JlflttQt.the user to ask for 
' '·. • .' 4. - •• :> - ' -~- --'."!. ·. ·;, -::. ·:~·;,"'·:.:) ~- ,'.. :...·•:' - -. - -

a path (from It to some destination) that does not pa$s through certain specified 
• ~' . . --· -.... :·1- ~·· . : 

gateways and regions. 

User control of paths requires a speciai feature of the Routing Service-a message. 
The message is a variation on the Wh11t-is-the-ro~te-from-the-source-to-the

destination? message. The special message looks like this: - ; . e 

To-Routing Server(What-is-the-route-frorri-the-source-to-the-destination-avotding

the-followfng-gateways-and-regions?, list of unique identifiers of gateways to be 

avoided, list of unique identifiers of regions to t>e·a\/oidett, hierarchical address of 

source, hierarchical address of destination, unique identi,!ier of destination) 
. . 

From-Routing Server (What-is-the-source-to-ttte-desttrtation-8voiding-the-fonowlng

gateways-and-reglons?, status. Of query, route, actual hierarchical address of 

destination) 

In fact, the regular What-is-the-route-from-the-,source-to-the-destination? message 

can be thought of as a special case of the message gtven 'aboVe with the list of 

unique identifiers of gateways· to be avoided and the list: of unique identifiers of 

regions to be avoided left empty. 

The message described above is utilized by the user t9 send a query to the tevel-1 

Routing Server. It is also employed by the Routing Servers for internal 

communication just as with the What-is-the-route-from-the-source-to-the

destination? message. ·Sec. 3.5 has already described tiow·routes are comp~ted to 

avoid certain parts of a network. 
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3.9 Responding to faults in the campus-wide network 

As explained in Sec. 3.4, the Routing Service periodically checks on the topology of 

the network. While doing that, it also picks up any temporary changes in the 

topology caused by broken gateways or subnets. If the frequency with which the 

Routing Service updates its topology is high enough, there is really no need for any 

other mechanism for the Routing Service to detect faults and find alternative paths, if 

necessary. 

However, if there is a considerable delay between topology updates, then it is useful 

to provide a feature whereby entities in the network that notice broken gateways or 

subnets can report the same to the Routing Service. Therefore, faults in the network 

can be noticed faster and alternative routes can be found, if necessary, without 

waiting for another topology update. 

In fact, in the previous section, the means for a user to find paths that do not go 

through certain specified gateways and regions have already been provided. 

However, this does not provide a convenient way for a user to find an alternative path . 

if he finds that a path he is trying to use does not work. Before he can ask the 

Routing Service to find another path, he must pinpoint the fault. This may be beyond 

the capability of some users. A better way would be to have the source merely report 

a bad path to the Routing Server and -let the Routing Server find a path that avoids 

the faulty part of the route. This solution to the problem requires some special 

features, too, and they have ·been described next. After describing the special 

features, the way these special features can be used to detect faults and to find 

alternative routes will be described. 

3.9.1 Special features required for responding to faults 

There are essentially three messages required to support fault-finding. They are 

described below. 

1. Path-does-not-work message: 
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To- level-1 Routing Server(Path-does-not-work, path, hierarchical . . 
address of source, hierarchical address· of destination., unique identifier 
of destination). 

From- level-1 Routing S9rver(Path·does~not•Work~ path) 

The path that the Routing Server returns will be a path to the destination 
but one that does not go through the fauttY'parfof·fhe·previoos path. 

2. Return-packet message: 

To-gateway/node(Retum-packet, test packet) 

From-gateway /node{ Return-packet, test packet) 

If a gateway/node is sent the above message, then it merely sends back 
the test packet to the originator of trn., ,..... Thi;S'wiA' pa used to test 
out the path from the originator of the message up to the gateway/node. 

a Give-me-the-unique identifier-of-a-gateway message: 

To- level-1 Routing Server(Give-me-the-unique Identifier-of-a-gateway, 
hierarchicaJ address of gateway) 

From- . level-1 Routing Server(Give-me-the-unique identifier-of -a-
gateway, unique identifier of gateway) 

Only the LT A field and the level-0 field of the hierarchical address of the 
gateway needs to be specified. The levet-1 Routing Server will use that 
information to find the unique identifier of the gateway by looking up its 
topology data base. 

3.9.2 The procedure for finding alternative paths 

When a user suspeCts that a pa~h does not work, he should do the following to find 

another working path to the same destination. He should first send a Path-does-not

work message to his level-1 Rooting Server complaining about the faulty path. It is 

the duty of the Routing Server now to carry out diagnostic tests on the faulty path to 

pinpoint the first fault in the path (which may be either a broken gateway or a broken 

subnet). This is done by using the Return-packet message repeatedly. Return-
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packet messages can be sent down the suspect path to increasing distances until the 

last subnet or gateway to which a Return-paclcet m&ssage is sent does not reply. 

Note that lack of respotise to a Return-packet message, in this case, makes the last 

step in the path suspect, but in an unreliable network packets can get lost anywh8re. 

The correct prot~ot is repeatedly to send attem. Return:-pacJcet ~ to the 
-,_ •" ; ' 

last- step and the next-to-last step .until the probability that a failure elsewhere 

produces the same result is low enough to ignore. The same technique will be used 

to resolve any other negative inference problem8 that arise wllile the faulty 

gateway/subnet is being located. 

Moreover, lack of response from the last gateway (caU U ga~y x) in the path may 

imply either that the fast oateway is faulty or that the last subitet (ever which the 

packet travelled to get to the last gateway) is faulty. Therefore, the Routing Server 

will attempt to find out the operational status of the subnet in question. The Roi:lting 

Server will remote broadcast a Return-packet message for gateways on the last 

subnet. If a reply is received, then the subnet wiJI be assumed to be operational and 

the fault in the original path will b0 attributed to gateway x. If a reply is not received, 

it can imply one of three things; the last suoo.t does not~ .any other gateways 

besides the one used to remote broadcast on the subnet and gateway x, any other 

gateways that it does have are faulty25. or the subnet is faulty. In any event. the 

subnet cannot be used by an alternative path and, therefore, it Is reasonable to . 
attribute the fault in the original path to this subnet. Also, note that although the fault 

may be attributed to the subnet, gateway x or, in fact, any other gateway or subl'}et 

later in the original path may be faulty. The fautts wiliJ however; get located In later 

invocations of the algorithm if the alternative paths.producec;l.by the Routing Service 

still go through the faulty gateways or subnets. 

2511 there were an alternative path goiAg through the subnet, there would be another working gateway 
on the subnet. 
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Now, if the probable fault Hes in a subnet, then a Whaf-is .. your..ctescriptor? message 

can be sent to the gateway that was used to get onto the; subnet in the first ·ptace. 

The level-1 Routing Server that is carrying out the diagnosis can then find out the 

unique identifier of the local net by inspecting the contents of the gateway descriptor . 

. On the other hand, if the probable faultliesdn a gateway, then.again a What-is-your

descriptor? message can be sent to the gateway that comes immediately before the 

suspect gateway on the faulty path. The teveJ-1 ·Routing Server can then inspect the 

contents of the gateway descriptor and find a route to the levef• 1 Routing Server of 

the local net on which the last two gateways Ue. The Routing Server -carrying out the 

diagnosis can then send a Give-me-the-unique ldentifier-ol-a..gateway message to 

the other Routing Server and find out the unique identifier ofthe suspect gateway. 

After the Routing Server carrying out the diagnosis pinpoints the gateway or subnet 

that is creating problems on the faulty path, then it can use the What-is-the-route

from-the-source-to-the-destination-avoiding-the-fo/low/ng-gateways-and-regions? 
;·.: ' 

message to ask higher-level Routing Servers to help it find a path that does not go 

through the faulty gateway or subnet. Note that it is possible that the destination may 

lie in the same level-1 region as the source and the level-1 Routing Server may not 

have to go up the hierarchy of Routing Servers to find the altemativ&path. Moreover, 

if the fault is pinned down to the last s~bnet in 1the originat path (te., the one to which 

the destination node is attached), then clearly no alternative. paths can be found to 

the destination; the Routing. ~rver need not use the What,-is-the-route-from·the

source-to-the-destination-avoiding-the-following-gateways-and-regions? message to 

try to find an alternative path. 

3.10 Congestion control 

Congestion control is sti.11 a topic of current r~rch and several possible 

approaches to tackle congestion control are described in ,the,Jiterature (15). Before 

ending the discussion on the design of the Routing Service, it is necessa,.Y to point 
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out that in a source routing environment with a centralized computation of routes, . . 

there exists an opportunity to attack the problem of congestion· control in yet another 

way. 

Since source routing provides complete control over paths, it is possible to find 

routes that do not pass through certain parts of the network. The section on user . 

control of paths and the section on fautt-finding described ways of computing such 

paths. A. similar thing is possible with eohgestion control. If eongestect parts of the 

network can be pinpointed, then the Routing Service may be askec:Uo find routes not 

going through the congested areas. However, it is not clear that 'SUOh a feature is 

useful. The first reason to suspect that it may not be very helpful is due to the nature 

of a campus-wide network. Since all communication links are going to be relatively 

high-bandwidth (relative to a long-haul net), it is likely that congestion will take place 

one instant and go away shortly after. In other words, congestion is not likely to be a 

long-term problem in any part of the campus-wide net. If congestion only occurs in 

short bursts, then it is likely that by the time a Routing ServiCe finds an alternative 

route, the problem may have disappeared. 

Another reason to dout:tt the usefulness of the congestion control feature that has 

been described is as follows. Since traffic generated in a campus-wide network by 

any single node is likely to be in short bursts (unlike the traffic generated by a node in 

a long-haui network over a virtual circuit), and since gateways are simple and fast In 

a source-routing environment, It is unlikely that a given gateway will receive traffic 

from more than one source at a given instant. Therefore, if a gateway does get 

congested, it is more than likely due to traffic from just one source. It may not ·be 

wise to find an alternative path for the traffic from that source because the traffic will 

proba~ly overload any new gateway put in the path. In such a situation, in fact, 

cutting down on the traffic generated by the source or sending alternate packets on 

different routes may be better than having the Routing Service find an alternative 

mute to send all packets on. 
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One instance when the congestion control feature mentioned above is likely to be 

useful is when the congested gateway happene, to be one :Of the low-bandwidth 

gateways that connect the campus-wide netwOO<, with. the.long-haul networks. These 

low-bandwidth gateways are likely to remain congested for a longer time once they 

do get congested as compared to the other hi{jh·bandwidth gateways in the campus. 

wide network. 

Even for low-bandwidth gateways, it is not clear that the congestion-control feature 

described above is a good way to tackle the problem. In a similar method of 

congestion-control for hop-by-hop routing, one would expect ~I alternative routes 

not passing through the con·gested area to be used before another solution to the 

congestion-control (such as source-quenching) is used. However, the congestion· . 
control feature mentioned above merely finds any random path not passing through 

the congested area· and makes no special effort to try out all possible alternatives for 

paths that do not pass through the congested area. It is, therefore, not easy to figure 

out when the congestion control feature mentioned should be abandoned in favor of 

some other congestion control fea~ure. 

There are a few other observations that should be made about the difficulty of using 
' . 

routing decisions as a mechanism to combat congestion control. The observations 

are listed below. 

· "to the extent that the initial route selected for a packet was the best one, 
any other route is likely to consume more network resources" [15); 

·"if congestion is due to a persistent cause, diverting traffic onto more 
routes only delays the cure and is likely to spread the congestion" [ 15); 

·FIFO strategies are easy to implement in a Source routing environment 
(see Chap. 2} but frequent. routing changes wipe out the advantage. The 
constraint of sequential delivery conflicts with frequent routing changes, 
because more packets arrive out of order at the destination. 

Since it is not clear that finding paths that avoid congested areas is a good way to 

tackle the problem of congestion, such a feature has not been incorporated into the 
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Routing Service. Higher-1evel protocols between the source node and the 

destination node can stffl be used as usual to control the traffic sent from the source 

to the destination for any prolonged exchange between the two nodes. 

This chapter has described in detail the design of a Routing Service for campus-wide 

internet transport. The next chapter will evaluate this design to see how well it meets 

the requirements set out in Chap. 2. 
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Chapter Four 

Evaluation 

This chapter will evaluate the design of the Routing Service to see. how well it meets 

the requirements of Chap. 2. Each of the "eleven requirements has been examined in 

turn below to see how it affected design considerations. 

4.1 The Routing Service has to work in a distributed environment 

While discussing this requirement, it was emphasized that the number of messages 

required by the Routing Service must be kept low especielly if it affects the response 

time to users. It is due to this requirement that the level..i topology-finding algorithm 

ensures that each level-(i -1) region is visited·onty once in each iteration. Atso, the 

algorithm for answering queries was designed so that the delay due to messages in 

answering a query is proportional to the hierarchicar configuration of the network in 

the worst case; this claim is defended below. The delay due to message passing for 

answering the query is composed of the following: 

1. The time taken for the query to reach the lowest level Routing Server 
(call it Routing Server 'a') which contains both the source and the 
destination in its region, 

2. The time taken for the query to percolate down to alt ·the level-1 Routing 
Servers on the path from the source to the destination, 

3. The time taken by the lower level Routing Servers to send up the replies 
to Routing Server 'a', and 

4. The time taken for the complete route fo be sent down by Routing Server 
'a' to the originator of the query via all the intermediate Routing Servers. 

Note that although several different messages can be sent down from level-i Routing 
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Servers to level-(i - 1) Routing Servers in 2 and, similarly, although several different 

messages can be sent up from level-(i - 1) Routing Servers to level-i Routing Servers 

in 3, these are all done in parailel. Clearly, the serial delay involved in all the four 

times listed above is only proportional to the level of Routing Server 'a'. Therefore, 

the total serial delay due to message. passing in answering the query is proportional 

to the level of Routing Server 'a', which, in the worst case, is the height of the 

hierarchical configuration-of the network. 

4.2 The Routing Service should be reliabl• 

This implies that the Routing Service should be robust in the face of arbitrary 

changes In the topology or connectiVity of' the netwblk. The tqpology-findlng 

algorithms of the Routing Service were deaigned to pick up aU changes in the 

topology or connectivity of the network. Moreover.· since gateway and node-related 

changes are Hkely· to be more frequent . than -other changes, a mechanism was 

devised to allow such changes to be reported to the Routing Service immediately. 

A secondary issue connected to the reliability of the Service is the introduction of 

"extras" or "frills" into the Routing Service design'. It was mentioned before that 

reliability is enhanced by keeping the design simple and free of "extras", that could 

be incorporated later. It was partly due to this concern that congestion control and 

class-of -service features were dr~pped from the design. 

4.3 The Routing Service should be reason a bf y fast 

As mentioned before, a hierarchical approach was.taken to routing problems mainly 

to ensure faster service. With ~e hierarchicar approach, no eingle Routing Server 

needs to have complete global knowledge of the network. 

The Routing Service was also sought to be made simpler by choosing shortest hop 

· routes as the kind of routes to be computed. Compared to sophisticated routing 
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strategies like the one used in the ARPANET, the Routing Se~ce here spends much 

less effort on gathering information about the network and on computing routes. 

4.4 The Routing Service should require minimal support from the rest 

of the system (especially gateways) 

While describing the design of the Routing Service in Chap. 3, a lot of special 

features were described. The special features were used by the Routing Service In 

carrying out its various tasks. Fig. 4-1 contains a list of all the special features that 

have to be supported by nodes and Fig. 4-2 contains a list of all the special features 

that have to be supported by gateways. 

The demands made on nodes and gateways to support these special features is 

minimal. Recall that one of the major motivations of using source routing and a 

Routing Service (to support source routing) ts to make the gateways simple. A 

proper design of the Routing Service has ensured.that gatftWays are kept simple. 

4.5 The Routing Service should scale gracefully for larger networks 

The three major tasks of the Routing Service are topology-finding, computation of 

shortest hop routes, and answering q~eries. The algorithms that were designed to 

perform the tasks mentioned should scale gracefully as the size of the network 

increases. Each of these fum;tions of the Routing Service witl be examined in tum 

below to see how well they scale with network si;ze., ·. 

Topology-finding is accomplished by letting each level-i Routing Server find the 

topology of its level-i r~ion in terms of Interconnections of level-(i - 1) regions. 

Clearly, the size of the network will affect the number of Routing servers in the 

network but the cost of the topology-finding algQrithm of any level-i Routing Server is 

only dependent on the number of level-(i - 1) regions ar!ld gateways in the level·i 

region. 
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1. Nodes respond to a common local tral"!sport address 

2. Node descriptor 

3. What-is-your-descriptor message 

4. Fill-in-your-descriptor message 

5. Return-packet message 

Figure 4-1: The special features supported by nodes 

1. Gateways respond to a common local transport address 

2. Remote broadcast 

3. Gateway descriptor 

4. What-is-your-descriptor niessage 

5. Fill-in-your-descriptor message 

6. What-is-the-route-to-the-Routing-Service message 

7. Return-packet message 

Figure 4-2: The special features supported by gateways 

The previous argument holds for the computation of routes, too. A level-i Routing 

Server only computes routes between the level-(i ...,. 1) Routing Servers in the level-i 

region. The cost of computing routes, for any Routing Server, is not dependent on 

the size of the complete campus-wide network. 

Of course, one pays a price for using a hierarchical approach to routing. One of the 

disadvantages is that now it is more complicated to look up a route. A route may 

have to be constructed now from pieces of information gathered from several 

different Routing Servers. Answering queries about routes is, in fact, one of the 
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major tasks of the Routing Service. 

Care was taken in the design of the algorithm for answering. queries to ensure that 

the time taken for this function does not blow up • the site of the network ilitcreases. 

As explained before in this chapter, the serial delay dOEf't()'~sSage Passing for 

answering any query is only proportional to the :~t .of the hierarchical 

configuration, in the worst case. If ~ch level·i region in the network has the same 

number of level-(i - 1) regions in it, then the height of the hierarchical configuration 

only grows as log of the number of subnets In the campus-wide netWork. 

4.6 The Routing Service shourd have a good user interface 

While describing this requirement, it was mentioned that this requirement would lose 

out if it conflicted With any of the requirements discussed above. There are various 

messages that a user can invoke to interact with the Routing Service. These 

messages are listed in Fig. 4-3. As can be seen from the list, the user interface 

consists only of messages required to support.a very austere Routing Service (I.e., no 

exotic features have been introduced in the user interf~). 

1. What-is-the-route-to-the-Routing Service? message 

2. What-is-the-route-from-the-source-to-the-destination? message 

3. What-is-the-route-from-the-.source-to-the-destination-avoiding-the
following-gateways-and-regions? message 

4. Path-does-not-work message 

Figure 4-3: The user lnterface 

A feature that would enable users to ask for routes that satisfy certain class-of· 

service standards was dropped because the area is not well understood yet. 
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4.7 The Routing Service should face up to changing network 

configurations 

In Chap. 3, various wa-y& of changing the network configuration were described. The 

basic types of changes were:· 

1. Adding or taking away a region from the network, 

2. Splitting up a level-i region into two level-I regions, 

3. Increasing one region and decreasing.another, 

4. Merging two level-i regions, and 

5. Removing, addtng or modifying ag.nway/node. 

All other reasonable changes in the network configuration can easily be broken 

down into the basic types of chariges. 

4.8 The Routing Service should tau up.to·mel>ile~• 

The effect of mobile hosts la ttlat knoWlng the e)<act ·hrerarchicaf· address of a node 

may be difficult. However, it the .node is·~ U>b& iAaf&t of ttle netwofk·that·can 

be specified by a hierarchical address with omi~ ·. componen.ts, then the same 
'. 

hierarchical address can be used to make a query. The Routing Service ensures that 

a route will be found to the node if the node exists th the'~ area. A guarantee 

for locating the node in .the ·specified part of the network dCJes not carry with it a 

guarantee of good response time from the Routing: ~. ·ff the hierarchical 

address specified has too man~, omitted compo~ . for the Routing Service to 

handle efficiently, the query may even be assigned to some background handler for 

queries. 
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4.9 The Routing Service should face.up to artificial par~itioning 

It may be possible to avoid most cases of artificial partitioning by introducing multiple 

routes and redundant Routing Servers. AIU\ol.IQh. multiple .routes and redundant 

Servers do not exist in the design right now, it is straightforward to incorporate them 

into the design. 

There is one class of artificial partitioning problems for which a different approach is . . 

needeCJ. Consider the case when no ptith exiMSbetween two attachment points In 

the same region but a path may exist if the path from the st>urce g<>es outside the 

region and comes in again to a part of the region from which the destination can be 

reached. One way to approach this 1s for the ·Routing 8e"!9f of the region to ask the 

Routing Server above it (in the hierarchy) for a path between two appropriate points 

at the edge of the partitioned region such that the path avoids the partitioned region; 

the What-is-the-route-lrom-the-source-to-the-destination-avoiding-the-fo/lowing

gateways-and-regions? message can be used for this purpose. 

4.10 The Routing Service should face up to multi-homing 

Multi-homing can mean that several shortest hop paths exist to a destination node 

(one to each attachment point to which the destination node is c0nnected). If some 

or al1 of the attachment points of the destination node lie' in a part of the network that 

can be specified by a hierarchical address with omitted components, then it ts 

straight forward to find the shortest hop path to the attachment points of the node 

that lie in the specified part. 

The· algorithm for answering qu~ries ensures that if several shortest-hop paths exist 

to a destination node, then the shortest path among the possible paths is chosen. 

This approach clearly does not solve the problem of multi-homing completely 

because it does not work very well if the destination node is connected to attachment 
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points that are very far apart in the hierarchical confagutation of thenetwork2e. 

4.11 The Routing Service should face up to shared access 

It was mentioned while describing the operation of a gateway in a source routing 

environment that the algorithm executed by a gateway to route packets may be 

repeated .inside the destination node to route paekets to the correct activity. In fact, 

the same algorithm can aleo be used inside a ~··netwoF.k interface to route 

packets to the correct node. Of course, an extra field wilt be required in the source 

route of the packets for the network interface to be ~· to send packets to the 

correct nodes. A possibility is that this extra field <*tld., bY .c;enventton, be the unique 

identifier of the destination node. . 

4.12 Summary 

The design of the Routing Service was most strongly affected by the requirement for 

scaleability. A hierarchical organization of Routing Servers was used and algorithms 

for topology.finding, computations of routes, and for answering queries were 
designed to ftt in with the hierarchical structure. One effect of the hierarchicat 

structure is that a faulty Routing Server affects only route;.finQinQ for routes pasting 

through the region of the faulty server. The Rooting Service was designed to be 

reasonably fast to avoki the possibility of the Routing SeMce being a bottleneck in 

. the network. The other key features of the Routing ~ are simplicity and 

reliability. Reliability in a general sense means that the Routiog·Service should be 

able to face up to any event. Therefore, the service has been designed to work In the 

face of arbitrary changes in the topology· of the netWortt or its-connectivity and also to 

26"Far apart" should be taken to mean that if a single hierarchical address were used to specify a 
part of the network which included all the attachment points. then the address would need to ha·1e a lot 
of omitted componen~. 
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efficiently respond to changing network configurations, mobile hosts, artificial 

partitioning, multi-homing, and shared access. 
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Chapter Five 

Conclusions 

This chapter summarizes the design goals for the Routing Service and presents the 

salient features of the design itself. The chapter ·also discusses areas for further 

improvement and research. 

5.1 Summary of Routing Service Design 

The original motivation of this thesis was clear and compelling-to simplify gateways 

and to aid modularity by separation of target identification and routing decisions from 

gateway implementation. Source routing seemed to provide the magic answer for 

the need described above. However, source routing by itself does not amount to 

much without a network service to provide routing information. 

Several goals were laid down for the Routing Service itself. To begin with, the 

service should be reliable and it should be fast enough to avoid being a bottleneck in 

the system. Reliability, in a general sense, covers not only the changes in topology 

and connectivity b~t also the ability to deal with changing network configurations, 

mobile hosts, artificial partitioning, multi-homing, and shared access. Note that in a 

few cases the efficiency of the Routing Service was as much or more of a concern 

than reliability. For example, the Routing Service was designed to be efficient in the 

fact. of mobile host'S-the service was not designed to just survive in the face of 

mobile hosts. Scaleability, or efficiency in the face of networks increasing or 

decreasing in size, was also a major design goal. 

A hierarchical configuration was chosen for the campus-wide network to address the 

problem of scaleability. Also, an implementation of source routing that computes 
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reverse routes was chosen to facilitate discussion of the design in concrete terms. 

Moreover, it was decided that computing shortest hop routes was sufficient in the 

high-bandwidth campus environinent-more sophisticated routes are not needed. 

The actual design of the Routing Service was split up into seven parts. The first three 

parts are the backbone of the Routing Service. They deal with topology finding, 

computing routes, and answering q~ries abo1,1t routes. Algorithms were described 

for each of the three basic functions .. The topology4inding algorithm was described 

with two variations-one for a level-1 27 Routing Server Md one·for·any other hwel 

Routing Server. The topology-finding algorithm was designed to µa efficient and also 

reliable (to cope with any arbitrary topology and connectivity). The algorithms for 

computing routes was designed to compute shortest hop routes. The algorithm for . 
answering queries was deligned to be efficlenf iR th~ face of variOUs anticipated 

sltuatklns. Rrst, siftce a number of Routing 'Servenl had to eooperate to produCe a 

route, care was taken to ensure that the time taken to.produce a~ was not unduly 

long. Second, the servtc&.was designed to be efficient to ttte extent possible In 

finding routes to mobile or multi~~ 'hosts. The atgortttmrfOr answertng· queries 

was also designed to be flexible enough to find routes when the hierarchical address 

of the destination is not c6mpleted specified. 

Apart from the three basic functions of the ·Routing Service, four other facilities were 
incorporated into the design. Flrst1 sewraf useful ways of changing the Ct>hfiguratlon 

of the network were described. Second, user OC!>nlrof of-._.. was provided to an 

extent by allowing users.to specify parts of the··netwoftc'tbb&~ by a cert~n 

route. Third, the service was geared to diagnoae,faufta in faulty routes and compute 

alternative routes. Four, ft was suggested that~ ~iOOllld be provided 

by using global infQrmation·about the network to oblnpUte appropriate routes. 

The design of the Routing Service was evaluated in Chap. 4. The evaluation 

27 Level-1 is the I~ level in the hierarchy. 
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concluded that the goals set out in Chap. 2 were essentially met by the proposed 

design. 

5.2 Future Work 

This thesis has been a paper design of a Routing Service for campus-wide internet 

transport. An implementation of the Routing Service should be attempted as soon as 

possible to verify the essential correctness of the design. To make the 

implementation completely convincing, its performance should be monitored under . 

normal as well as stressful conditions. Even if a Routing Service with all its 

functionality cannot be implemented (because a full·scale campus-wide net does not 

exist yet), a stripped down version should be implemented. If this approach is taken, 

it will be easy to build a complete Routing Service when the campus-wide network 

comes into existence. 

There are several useful features that can be added to the Routing Service. Recall 

that a class-of-service feature was dropped from the current design because the. 

related area is not well _understood yet. Further investigation should be done on how 

to enable the Routing Service automatically to select paths to meet certain class-of· 

service standards specified by users. 

The Routing Service presented in this thesis gives routes to users only when asked 

for them. These routes are expected to be cached and used until the user discovers 

that they do not work any more, or suspects that a better route may exist, or if the 

user loses the route for some reason. In either of the previous cases, the user has to 

ask the Routing Service for a new route. In some circumstances when the Routing 

Service discovers a better route between two points in the network, it might be more 

efficient for the Routing Service to directly send the route to its expected users 

(instead of waiting for a query). For the scheme to w.ork well, however, it might be 

necessary for the Routing Service to be able to force routes into the caches of users. 

In fact, it is even acceptable to provide the Routing Service with a mech;1nism to 
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invalidate entries in user caches for routes;. users could then, ask ~or new routes for 

the invalidated entries when the need arises. This second mechanism is being 

suggested because· it is possible that it may be easier to · implement than a 

mechanism to force entries into user caches. Therefore, a mechanism to force 

routes into caches or a mechanism to invalidate entries in caches should be worked 

out. 

One of the major problf>ms of using routing decislon'l as a mechanism to spread 

traffic and optimize network usage is that iR ~~ only local information la 

available. Intuitively, it -.ms far-fetched .to lile able to achieve a network-wide 

optimization baeedooly Qn local irafoonQtion •. Jo ••~i ~ey (Q) indicates that 

flow..cqntrol power2B is~ •. ·lllfl;~.,,.,,~ oredence to the 

idea that.some sort.of glQbal informa~ •·~-tf?:·~ ~no••on controf. or 
flow control meaningfully. Since the Routing Service for the~ network is 

in a position to choose routes based on global information, it may be possible to 

implement useful routtng strategies for now control OFdoflgestton control. 'Therefore, 
' . 

this area is open to a lot of interesting research. 

Various ways of changing the,bierarchical·structu.re ,of the network were described in 

Chap. 3. It is conceivable that global informa~ CQUkt, p. ~ -by the Routing 

Service automatically to reconfigure the network based on network optimization 

criteria. AutomatJc reeonftgtlratforr of· the ·~ fs yet another area worth 

exploring. 

28Po~r is defined as the ratio of total throughput to average delay. 
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